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ABSTRACT 

Remote data access is becoming increasingly common in scientific computing. The trends 

toward collaborative research, big-data, and cloud computing have increased the need to transfer 

large-scale datasets between geographically separated systems. The net result is that scientific 

computing is increasingly reliant on data transfers over wide-area networks (WANs), which are 

often high-cost and low-bandwidth. Furthermore, cluster computing has become the dominant 

platform for scientific computing, and remote data access is even more complicated when the 

systems are clusters of computers. 

This dissertation presents two file systems, Syndicate and Stargate, that provide remote data 

access over a WAN for scientific computing. Syndicate uses on-demand block-based data 

transfer augmented with prefetching and multi-tier caching to address the challenges of large-

scale data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN. However, Syndicate is not designed to run on a 

cluster, therefore it has limitations in network bandwidth use and caching.  

Stargate, its successor, implements a content-addressable protocol and intra-cluster data 

caching to avoid redundant data transfers. Stargate performs cluster-to-cluster concurrent data 

transfers that make more efficient use of network bandwidth. In addition, Stargate uses a novel 

approach that co-locates computations and transfers to achieve efficient data access in cluster 

computing, addressing the limitations in Syndicate. As an example, Syndicate was 62% slower 

than local HDFS with warm caches. In comparison, Stargate’s performance was comparable to 

local HDFS. Stargate’s performance on benchmarks with heavy workloads was 7% faster than 
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WebHDFS and only 8% slower than local HDFS. Stargate outperformed staging using DistCP. 

In addition, Stargate’s caches effectively trade high-cost WAN traffic for low-cost LAN traffic.  

This dissertation explores the viability of on-demand data transfer in scientific computing on 

clusters. Stargate’s performance and reduction in WAN traffic proves that on-demand data 

transfer approach can be an acceptable solution for remote data access in scientific computing. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The transfer of large-scale datasets between geographically separated systems is a challenge in 

scientific computing [1]. Collaborative research necessitates data transfers between widely 

separated researchers [2], and the increased use of the cloud for computation and data storage 

also causes more data transfers between remote systems [3]. The net result is that scientific 

computing is increasingly reliant on data transfers over wide-area networks (WANs). This is 

problematic because WANs are often high-cost and low-bandwidth [4], [5]. 

Scientific computing is also becoming more data-centric, which makes efficient remote data 

access even more critical. Today’s scientific research often relies on machine learning [6], [7] 

and big data analytics [8], [9], both of which process large amounts of data. The increasing 

amount of data makes efficient data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN even more important. 

Scientific research often makes use of multiple datasets; staging and maintaining them can be 

difficult. Multiple datasets are used in experiments for data association [10] or reference [11]. 

There is significant complexity in staging datasets from multiple different administrative 

domains and maintaining local copies of the datasets from different sources is non-trivial. 

Cluster computing, which has become the dominant platform for scientific computing [12], 

[13], is making efficient remote data access more challenging. First, it is difficult to efficiently 

orchestrate independent services, such as storage, distributed computing, and data transfer 

services, in a scientific workflow. They make independent local decisions (e.g., which node in a 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/F3YO
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/dC6b
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/sWg7
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/UmE7+kyKp
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/9Z9P+OAQL
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/fazX+Xuki
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Ml6Y
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/GPAd
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Zgck+1V9z
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Zgck+1V9z
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storage cluster will store data to be written) that are not often coordinated between the services, 

making efficient orchestration challenging. Second, it is difficult to make efficient use of 

distributed computing resources for data transfers in a cluster. Orchestrating the distributed 

resources is more difficult than on a single machine because there are many complications, such 

as nondeterminism, workload balancing, and failure recovery. 

This dissertation presents work on two file systems, called Syndicate and Stargate, that 

provide efficient remote data access over a WAN for scientific computing. Syndicate is an 

existing general purpose cloud storage service that I modified to support scientific computing 

better. It leverages existing cloud components for storing and transferring distributed user data. 

Syndicate provides on-demand data transfer to remote datasets and implements transfer 

optimizations to address challenges of large-scale scientific data transfer over a low-bandwidth 

WAN. However, Syndicate is not designed to run on a cluster and therefore has limitations in 

network bandwidth use and caching. 

Stargate is a successor to Syndicate that I designed and implemented that is specifically 

designed to be a data transfer service for cluster computing environments. Stargate addresses the 

limitations of Syndicate through a content-addressable protocol, cluster-to-cluster data transfers, 

intra-cluster cache, and co-scheduling of computations, caching, and transfers in a cluster. This 

dissertation presents the architectures of Syndicate and Stargate, and shows how researchers can 

benefit from the file systems in their scientific research. 
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1.1 DATA STAGING 

Currently, the dominant method of dealing with a low-bandwidth WAN is to stage the data by 

copying them to high bandwidth local storage prior to running scientific computations. In doing 

so, staging isolates subsequent computations from the impact of a low-bandwidth WAN. 

For example, staging can be used in a big data analysis workflow that analyzes an ocean 

virome genomic dataset, TARA Ocean Virome [14], on a HPC cluster. The dataset contains 

genome sequences of ocean virome sampled from 26 sites in different oceans. The dataset is 

hosted by European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) [15] and approximately 551GB in total size. 

In the analysis the sequences in the dataset are compared with a reference database, NCBI 

RefSeq [16], stored in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [17] to 

determine the presence of viruses. The complete reference database (Release 202) consists of 

approximately 1170GB in 19,010 files. Prior to running the workflow, the researchers download 

the virome dataset from the EBI FTP server (ftp://ftp.sra.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/) and the reference 

database from the NCBI FTP server (https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/) to a local storage 

service, such as General Parallel File System (GPFS) [18], in the HPC cluster using curl. After 

the download, they perform sequence analysis using the local copies of the datasets using the 

HPC cluster. 

The size of the datasets and the WAN bandwidth are problematic. Downloading the large 

datasets over a WAN may take a long time; for example, assuming the datasets (approximately 

1720GB in total size) are transferred via a WAN that has 100Mbps bandwidth, downloading the 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/iLs6
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/qfDe
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/KBsc
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/ioM6
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/O1Tc
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datasets requires approximately 39 hours. After the downloading, however, subsequent sequence 

analysis does not require data transfer over the WAN. During the analysis, data access is made to 

the local copies of the datasets stored in the local storage service; thus, the data access is 

performed via a high-bandwidth LAN (e.g., 10Gbps). 

To further reduce the effect of WAN bandwidth, the researcher may retain local copies of the 

datasets for future experiments. The local copies can be reused when the same analysis is 

reperformed with different apps or parameters. It is also possible to reuse portions of the datasets 

for a new analysis. For example, the NCBI RefSeq reference database can be reused for different 

analyses, such as analyzing the Pacific Ocean Virome [10] dataset. 

Despite its advantages, staging has several drawbacks. First, data transfers must finish before 

the computations begin. This isolates the computations from the impact of a low-bandwidth 

WAN, but it precludes overlapping computations with data transfers. Compute resources (CPU 

and RAM) sit idle while the datasets are staged. Similarly, network resources sit idle during the 

computation. 

Second, staging may unnecessarily transfer data that are ultimately unused by the 

computation, wasting network bandwidth and local storage. For example, some parts of the 

reference database may not be used during the data analysis in the example. Sequences of soil 

viruses in the reference database are not required in the analysis because the input dataset would 

likely contain only marine viruses. However, it is often challenging to know in advance which 

portions of a dataset a computation will require. An overestimation results in unnecessary data 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Ml6Y
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transfers of data that are never used, while an underestimation causes the workflow to fail. A 

surefire way is downloading the entire dataset, which may waste network bandwidth and local 

storage. 

Third, staging may incur unnecessary intra-cluster data transfers. In the example, the cluster 

node that stages the datasets and the node that stores them may not be the same. Staging is often 

performed on a head node and the transferred data are stored on storage nodes in the cluster. As a 

result, the data must be transferred within the cluster from the staging node to the storage node. 

Similarly, the cluster node that stores the data and the node that performs the computation may 

not be the same. This occurs when using a networked storage, such as Dell EMC Isilon [19]. 

Although the intra-cluster data transfers are performed via a LAN that has higher bandwidth than 

a WAN, the intra-cluster data transfers can be eliminated by co-locating transfer, storage, and 

computation on the same node in the cluster. 

Lastly, staging creates local copies of entire datasets. This requires having enough local 

storage to hold all of the data. For example, the example requires at least 1720GB of storage to 

hold the local copies of the datasets. Maintaining the large local copies increases the storage cost 

of the experiment. In addition, active management for the local copies is required. Ensuring the 

consistency of the local copies is non-trivial as it requires researchers to frequently check for 

differences (e.g., hash values or timestamps) between the local copies and the remote original. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/bGH8
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1.2 ON-DEMAND DATA TRANSFER 

An alternative to staging is to transfer data on demand when they are accessed. Data access is 

provided via a file system interface (e.g., POSIX), and any accessed data are transferred from 

remote storage as needed. Unlike staging, on-demand data transfer only transfers the data that a 

computation accesses and does not require local storage to store all of the data. In addition, on-

demand transfers do not create local copies that must be managed. With these advantages, on-

demand data transfer has been selectively used in local research environments. 

On-demand data transfer is often used in the cloud environment [20], [21]. For example, it 

can be used in a big data analysis workflow that analyzes a human genome dataset, 1000 

Genomes [22], using Amazon EMR [23]. The dataset contains genome sequences of thousands 

of individuals from different global populations. The dataset is stored in Amazon S3 [24] and is 

approximately 1485GB in size. During the analysis, the sequences in the dataset are compared 

against the individuals to measure genetic distances. The dataset stored on Amazon S3 is 

accessed directly from the computation running on Amazon EMR. 

In this example, data are transferred on-demand when they are accessed during the 

computation. The transfer is performed via a high-bandwidth LAN (e.g., 10Gbps) within a data 

center. Since the LAN bandwidth is higher than the SATA SSD bandwidth (e.g., 6Gbps), data 

access bandwidth is not a bottleneck. The example does not require making local copies of the 

dataset and storage space to hold it because the dataset is transferred on-demand. 
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On-demand data transfer is also often used in a lab environment. For example, it can be used 

in a big data analysis workflow that analyzes web logs using Hadoop [25]. The log files are 

collected by web servers and stored on a network storage system. The Hadoop cluster and the 

storage are located in the same data center. The log files are accessed directly during the Hadoop 

computation via a LAN. 

As in the previous example, data are transferred on-demand when they are accessed during 

the computation. Configuring a centralized storage, called DataLake, is widely used to provide 

access to multiple computing clusters, such as Spark [26] and Hadoop clusters. Because the 

storage is not co-located in the Hadoop cluster, every data access requires LAN traffic. However, 

the high-bandwidth LAN ensures high data access bandwidth. During the analysis, staging and 

management of local copies are not necessary. 

Despite the advantages, on-demand transfers are only used in particular environments where 

storage and compute clusters are located in the same data center, because they can be less 

efficient than staging. 

On-demand data transfer has several drawbacks. First, on-demand data transfer can reduce 

the effective network bandwidth. Data access by computations may result in many small data 

transfers requiring frequent request-response exchanges. In this case network latency affects the 

exchange latency and data transfer bandwidth. For example, a computation making 4KB reads 

on a 1MB input data requires 256 request-response exchanges. Assuming round-trip network 

latency is 20ms, the application must wait for a total 5120ms for the exchanges. However, a 
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computation making 64KB reads on the same data requires only 16 requests-response exchanges 

for a total of 320ms. Therefore, large reads are necessary to improve data transfer bandwidth; 

however, computations may make small data reads causing on-demand data transfer to reduce 

data access bandwidth. 

Second, data transfer over a low bandwidth network can increase the overall runtime of 

computations. A computation must wait until its requested data are received. Transferring data 

over a low bandwidth network increases the transfer time and the waiting time of the 

computation. The increased waiting time for data access also increases the overall runtime of the 

computation. 

Third, multiple accesses to the same data result in redundant data transfers. Because on-

demand data transfer does not make local copies, any access to data requires a data transfer. This 

can cause redundant transfers of repeatedly accessed data; thus, increasing the number of data 

transfers relative to staging. Of course, network bandwidth and latency also affect the runtime of 

the computations. 

1.3 DATA TRANSFER OPTIMIZATIONS 

There are five well-known techniques that improve data access bandwidth: block-based data 

transfer, parallel data transfers, prefetching, caching, and deduplication. The techniques are 

widely used in data transfer systems or storage services for efficient data transfer. The systems 
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described in this dissertation also implement the techniques in common; thus, they are explained 

in this section to help understanding.  

Block-based data transfer - Block-based data transfer mitigates the effect of small data 

accesses by applications. Accesses to a data block can be serviced from the buffer that caches the 

data block temporarily. This prevents small data transfers that reduces effective data transfer 

bandwidth. 

Parallel data transfers - Parallel data transfers increase network bandwidth utilization. 

Parallel data transfers enable more efficient use of available network bandwidth by pipelining 

and interleaving transfers; thus, it is very useful for transferring data over a high-latency network. 

Prefetching - Prefetching enables overlapping of computation and data transfers. While a 

computation is processing a data block, subsequent data blocks can be prefetched concurrently. 

This improves network utilization by interleaving on-demand and prefetching data transfers. It 

also reduces access latency if the prefetch schedule corresponds to the data access order of the 

computation. 

Caching - Caching reduces the number of data transfers. Transferred data are cached in local 

storage so that only data that are not in the cache are transferred from the remote storage. This 

reduces the number of data transfers for repeated access to the same data. However, it is 

impractical to cache a very large dataset in its entirety due to the space demands on the local 
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storage. Therefore, only a part of the dataset is cached. However, increasing the local storage 

capacity can reduce the number of redundant transfers. 

Deduplication - Deduplication further reduces the number of data transfers. A file or a 

dataset may contain content that is redundant, or duplicate content found in another file or 

dataset. Deduplication detects duplicative content and only unique content is transferred. 

Deduplication thereby improves the efficiency of caching. Deduplication is especially useful 

when detecting changes made in a dataset. With deduplication, only changed data parts (chunks) 

are transferred. 

The techniques are more useful when transferring data over a low-bandwidth WAN; thus, 

some of the techniques, such as prefetching, caching, and deduplication, are also called WAN 

optimization techniques. They are often regarded as essential requirements of services in 

the cloud where users and services are connected via the high-latency low-bandwidth Internet 

[27], [28]. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 

On-demand data transfer has not been a widely used approach in scientific computing over a 

WAN due to the drawbacks. This dissertation, however, explores the efficacy of on-demand data 

transfer in scientific computing as an alternative to staging. This dissertation claims the 

following contributions: 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/xjxw+8aj5
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- This dissertation evaluates the viability of on-demand data transfer in scientific computing. 

It addresses the drawbacks of on-demand data transfer with several transfer optimization 

techniques. This dissertation describes how on-demand data transfer is implemented in Syndicate 

and Stargate and their performance are compared to existing data transfer tools used for staging. 

- This dissertation presents an efficient cluster-to-cluster data transfer design. Stargate has a 

simple cluster-to-cluster transfer scheduling design for performing parallel data transfer and 

reducing unnecessary LAN traffic to improve data transfer bandwidth between clusters. 

- This dissertation presents an efficient co-scheduling design for efficient data access in 

cluster computing. Stargate presents integrations between distribute compute framework, intra-

cluster caching, and data transfer service within a cluster to reduce unnecessary LAN traffic and 

improve data access bandwidth in scientific computing. 

These contributions support the dissertation that the on-demand data transfer approach can be 

an acceptable solution for remote data access in scientific computing. The on-demand data 

transfer approach can improve data access bandwidth and usability of systems if it is properly 

implemented. In doing so, Stargate offers a platform for researchers performing scientific 

computations in geo-distributed locations. 
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 

In this chapter existing body of work for remote data access is explored. This chapter reviews 

existing data transfer tools or systems that can be used for remote data access in scientific 

computing. It also reviews systems that provide data and computation co-scheduling for efficient 

data access on a cluster. 

2.1 DATA STAGING 

The most popular data transfer tools for staging data are curl [29] and GNU Wget [30]. They are 

provided on most Linux/Unix systems and are used for downloading datasets stored on Web or 

FTP servers. Because many national institutes (e.g., NIH data repositories [31]) use Web or FTP 

servers for sharing scientific datasets, the tools are also frequently used in scientific computing. 

However, the tools cannot be used to access storage other than Web or FTP servers due to their 

limited protocol support. Also, they do not implement any transfer optimization techniques, such 

as parallel data transfers, caching, and deduplication. 

Peer-to-peer data transfer protocols, such as CoopNet [32], BitTorrent [33], and Slurpie [34], 

can be used for accessing large datasets. These protocols take advantage of cached copies on 

neighboring peers to increase data download bandwidth. Therefore, they work especially well for 

accessing popular data, such as video files or Linux images, that are likely to be cached on 

neighboring peers. For the same reason, however, the protocols are less attractive for accessing 

scientific datasets that are relatively unpopular. In addition, their data transfer bandwidth relies 
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on their peers; thus, it can be unstable compared to data transfers via cloud services. 

Nevertheless, there are some examples of sharing scientific datasets via these protocols, such as 

Academic Torrents [35]. Unlike Syndicate and Stargate, however, they do not provide 

integration to compute frameworks and efficient cluster-to-cluster data transfer. 

Globus [36] is a popular data transfer and management service in scientific computing. 

Globus is widely deployed at universities and national institutes for sharing scientific datasets. 

Globus uses the GridFTP [37] protocol that is an extension of the FTP protocol. The GridFTP 

protocol provides efficient file transfer by using concurrent data transfers and optimizing TCP 

configuration (e.g., window size and buffer size) automatically. Globus also provides efficient 

cluster-to-cluster data transfers by scheduling data transfers between cluster nodes [38]. In 

addition, Globus provides access to a variety of storage by locating a protocol conversion server, 

called the Globus Connect Server. Because of this, Globus has been widely deployed in scientific 

computing environments. Unlike Syndicate and Stargate, however, Globus does not provide 

integration to compute frameworks. Data must be staged separately prior to scientific 

computation. 

Data transfer tools for cloud storage services are also used in scientific computing. Amazon 

S3 (Simple Storage Service) [24] and Google Cloud Storage [39] are commercial cloud storage 

services that host public scientific datasets [40], [41]. Their data transfer tools, AWS CLI for 

Amazon S3 and gcloud for Google Cloud Storage, provide good data transfer performance 

because of the high network bandwidth of their infrastructures. They also implement parallel 
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data transfers. However, the use of the cloud storage services for sharing scientific data is not yet 

widely adopted because datasets must be imported into these systems, which is often impractical. 

iCommands is a data transfer tool for iRODS [42], a data grid used as a storage for scientific 

computing. The Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) [43] and CyVerse [44] use iRODS 

as storage for user data and sharing community datasets [45], [46]. iRODS not only provides 

reliability and scalability as a storage service for large-scale research data, but also provides a 

novel feature called the rule engine. The rule engine enables programmers to define custom 

actions on file system events, which is useful to integrate the storage to computing services, such 

as CyVerse Discovery Environment [47]. For example, one can define a rule that performs data 

analysis when input files are stored in iRODS. Its data transfer tool, iCommands, uses parallel 

data transfers and makes direct access to a storage node that stores the data in iRODS; thus, it 

results in good data transfer performance for staging. 

DistCP [48] is a data transfer tool for Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [49]. DistCP 

is implemented in Hadoop and performs concurrent data transfers to stage remote data on a local 

HDFS. DistCP accesses any storage service that implements the Hadoop Compatible File System 

(HCFS) [50], such as Amazon S3 [24], GlusterFS [51], and Lustre [52]. DistCP does not 

implement any other transfer optimizations, such as caching or deduplication. It also performs 

data transfer tasks at the granularity of files, which is not ideal for datasets consisting of a fewer 

number of files than cluster nodes. In addition, it is implemented in Hadoop, which incurs 
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significant overheads for scheduling and initiating transfers. These result in inefficient use of 

network bandwidth. 

Syncopy (Synchronous Copy) [53] is a data transfer tool for HDFS. Syncopy is used to 

replicate data across multiple HDFS clusters. Unlike DistCP that transfers entire files, it only 

transfers data appended to files between the HDFS clusters to make efficient use of network 

bandwidth. Syncopy achieves this by augmenting the file appending API of HDFS. However, 

Syncopy does not provide any advantages for initial file transfers because the files are transferred 

in their entirety. In addition, it does not avoid transferring redundant portions of files. 

2.2 ON-DEMAND DATA TRANSFER 

NFS [54] is a widely used network file system. It enables users to mount remote datasets on a 

local directory hierarchy. This allows computations to access the remote datasets via the POSIX 

file system interface. The data is transferred on-demand as the computations access data. 

However, NFS does not implement any transfer optimization techniques for low-bandwidth 

WANs; transfers of large datasets via a WAN are less efficient. For example, NFS typically uses 

64KB block-based transfers so it suffers from the many-small-reads problem for transferring 

large datasets over a high-latency low-bandwidth WAN. 

CurlFtpFS [55] also allows users to mount remote datasets stored on Web or FTP servers on 

a local directory hierarchy. CurlFtpFS relies on curl for data transport, but it offers on-demand 

data transfer and therefore does not have the drawbacks of staging. However, it does not 
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implement any transfer optimization techniques, so it has the drawbacks of on-demand data 

transfer. 

irodsFS (also known as iRODS FUSE) [56] is a client for the iRODS data grid. irodsFS 

allows users to mount remote datasets on a local directory hierarchy for on-demand data transfer. 

It uses block-based data transfer with a user-configurable block size, parallel data transfers, and 

prefetching for improved data transfer bandwidth. However, it has two issues. First, it requires 

manual configuration on every node of a cluster, which is common for all file system clients that 

are based on FUSE [57]. Second, data transfers are relayed by a central server (iCAT) between 

the client and the data servers that actually store the data. This makes it less efficient than using 

the other iRODS data transfer tool, iCommands, which transfers data between the client and the 

data servers directly. 

DavFS2 [58] is a FUSE-based client that implements the WebDAV [59] protocol. It provides 

disk-based caching and prefetching. In addition, its protocol, WebDAV, is based on HTTP so 

web caches and CDNs can be used for caching frequently accessed data blocks. Due to this 

advantage, WebDAV is often layered on other storage systems (e.g., iRODS) for data access 

over the Internet. 

CernVM-FS [60] is a file system that delivers software packages across geo-distributed 

computing infrastructures for research collaboration. It provides efficient data transfer via a 

content-addressable protocol, so that redundant data are transferred only once (deduplication). 

Also, by using HTTP for data transfers, web caches and CDNs can be used for caching. 
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CernVM-FS, however, has two drawbacks making it rarely used for large data transfers. First, it 

uses small variable chunks for deduplication, which is suboptimal for transferring large amounts 

of data. This is because CernVM-FS’s design consideration is the efficient transfer of software 

packages, which are relatively small compared to scientific datasets. Second, existing datasets 

stored on other storage must be imported into CernVM-FS, which is often impractical. 

WebHDFS [61] is a data access service for HDFS. It runs on all nodes in an HDFS cluster 

and provides a REST interface for data access, so it supports remote data access. Unlike other 

file systems or data transfer tools, WebHDFS exposes the layout of data blocks stored in HDFS. 

Using this block information, clients can make direct access to a HDFS storage node (data node) 

on which the data are stored. This not only reduces data access latency, but also provides load-

balancing of data access requests. WebHDFS is often used as a data access interface for the 

HDFS-based Data Lake that is a centralized storage for data collected by other services or 

devices. WebHDFS does not implement any transfer optimization techniques; thus, it is not ideal 

for a low-bandwidth WAN environment. Its effectiveness for remote data access across a WAN 

has not been studied. 

WANDisco Fusion [62] provides data access to remote HDFS clusters. The system’s main 

design goal is to provide data availability in the face of cluster failures. Therefore, the system 

replicates data between federated clusters, and data access is provided on top of the data 

replication. The system is a hybrid of staging and on-demand data transfer. The system actively 

makes local copies of remote data as does staging. Then, accesses are served from the local copy 
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of the data if it exists, while on-demand data transfers are used to access data that are not yet 

locally copied. Because the system uses a proprietary data transfer protocol, it is unknown what 

features the protocol implements for efficient data transfer over a WAN. 

OpenDedup [63] is a scalable storage built on top of existing cloud storage services. It 

implements a content-addressable storage for efficient management of storage space and data 

transfer via deduplication. It allows users to mount data stored on OpenDedup on a local 

directory hierarchy for on-demand data transfer. However, the system is mainly designed to 

archive data on cloud storage rather than provide on-demand access to remote datasets. It lacks 

integration to external data sources, requiring data import, which is impractical for large datasets. 

Most distributed file systems provide on-demand data transfer between the client and the data 

servers directly. For example, Ceph [64], General Parallel File System(GPFS) [18], Lustre [52], 

and GlusterFS [65] are distributed file systems widely used in scientific computing. These 

systems provide on-demand data access within a data center over a LAN with high scalability 

and availability. However, their efficacy of remote data access over a WAN is not well studied. 

Moreover, these file systems require data import, which is impractical for large datasets in 

external data repositories. 

2.3 DATA AND COMPUTATION CO-SCHEDULING 

Octopus [66] provides data-aware job scheduling on a virtualized data center. It co-locates jobs 

that access the same input data on the same node to maximize data reusability. The jobs make 
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data access to the input data stored remotely, causing on-demand data transfers. Transferred data 

are cached in the node’s RAM for reuse. The system provides an integration between a compute 

framework and remote storage for efficient data access. However, it is not designed for efficient 

data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN. Also, it caches entire files which is less than ideal for 

datasets containing large files. 

BAD-FS [67] provides scheduling for the Condor [68] job scheduling system by taking 

remote data access into consideration. Its scheduler takes full control of job scheduling, data 

transfer, and caching for efficient data access. BAD-FS makes efficient use of clusters. It makes 

direct data transfers between a data node and a compute node, each in different clusters. 

However, BAD-FS mainly relies on staging; input files are staged to compute nodes before the 

job begins. 

A co-scheduling system by Romosan et al. [69] schedules Condor jobs according to data 

location. The system maintains a data cache in a compute cluster and takes the layout of the 

cache into consideration for job scheduling. However, the system is not designed to transfer large 

datasets over a low-bandwidth WAN. In addition, similar to BAD-FS, the system relies on 

staging. 

Another co-scheduling system by Chen et al. [70] schedules tasks of a Pegasus workflow in a 

multi-data center environment. It assumes a workflow that spans multiple geo-distributed data 

centers. Its task scheduler uses a novel scheduling algorithm based on graph partition that takes 

data placement and computation/storage constraints into consideration to reduce overall data 
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transfer cost. However, the system assumes that compute tasks can be run remotely so it can 

schedule a task on the remote data center close to the data it accesses instead of requiring a 

remote data access. Also, the system relies on an existing data staging tool in Pegasus. 

2.4 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING WORK 

Existing data transfer tools for staging have several drawbacks as described in Section 1.1. For 

example, staging precludes overlapping computations with data transfers, which may result in 

increased runtimes of workflows. Staging may waste network bandwidth and local storage for 

transferring and storing data that are ultimately unused. Unnecessary intra-cluster data transfers 

may be incurred between staging and storage nodes, and storage and compute nodes. Created 

local copies of entire datasets also require active management. This dissertation addresses the 

drawbacks by taking an alternative data transfer approach, on-demand data transfer, and 

evaluates its viability in scientific computing.  

Systems that provide on-demand data transfer enable scientific computations to access 

remote datasets without requiring staging. Therefore, they do not have the drawbacks that 

staging has. However, existing systems do not provide adequate functionalities to substitute 

staging in scientific computing. For example, many of them do not provide optimizations for 

data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN. Some others require existing datasets on other storage 

to be imported into new systems, which is impractical. Their data access performance also is a 

concern. This dissertation addresses these problems to make on-demand data transfer useful and 

efficient in scientific computing. 
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Some systems provide efficient scheduling of scientific computations and remote data access 

using co-scheduling. However, some of them rely on existing staging tools to transfer data to a 

compute cluster, and this incorporates the drawbacks mentioned above. Some others use on-

demand data transfer to provide remote data access within a datacenter over a LAN rather than a 

low-bandwidth WAN. This dissertation augments the idea of co-scheduling to provide efficient 

remote data access over a WAN. 
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CHAPTER 3. SYNDICATE 

Data transfer between geographically separated systems and users over WANs is increasingly 

common due to the rise of cloud computing. However, making efficient remote data access is 

challenging because the high-cost and low-bandwidth of WANs are a bottleneck in the data 

transfer, and it requires mediation between remote systems and users for data accesses. 

Syndicate [71] is a virtual cloud storage service built out of already-deployed commodity 

components, such as cloud storage, edge caches, and data repositories. It leverages external 

storage (e.g., iRODS and Amazon S3) for storing data written by users (e.g., analysis output), 

while providing on-demand data transfer to datasets stored on data repositories (e.g., GenBank 

[72]). Syndicate can be configured with web caches (e.g., Varnish Cache [73] and Squid [74]) or 

CDNs (e.g., Akamai CDN [75] and Amazon CloudFront [76]), to improve data access bandwidth. 

Because it mediates between remote repositories and users for data transfers, it is also a data 

transport service. 

Jude Nelson at Princeton University designed the system architecture and implemented its 

core functionality for his doctoral research [77]. He designed and implemented Syndicate’s core 

components and the communication protocols between them. His original system architecture 

and implementation details are presented in Section 3.1. 

My main contribution with respect to Syndicate was to adapt it to scientific computing. I 

contributed to the development of storage and data repository drivers for iRODS and FTP. The 
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drivers enable access to existing scientific datasets and storing research output (user data). I also 

contributed to the development of user interfaces, such as a Hadoop plugin and a REST server. 

My contributions to Syndicate are presented in Section 3.2. In addition, I explored Syndicate’s 

application to scientific computing. I developed a scientific dataset delivery platform, called 

Syndicate Dataset Manager, to make it easier to use Syndicate. Syndicate Dataset Manager is 

presented in Section 3.3. 

3.1 SYNDICATE ARCHITECTURE 

This section describes the original design and implementation of Syndicate. The key design of 

Syndicate is building a storage service across multiple organizational boundaries. 

Syndicate consists of four components: Metadata Service, User Gateway, Replica Gateway, 

and Acquisition Gateway (Figure 3.1). The Syndicate components interoperate to create a 

Syndicate Volume that organizes data from the underlying storage. Each Syndicate component 

has different responsibilities: 

Metadata Service - The Metadata Service maintains information about users, volumes, and 

gateways, as well as file metadata. This component runs in the cloud (e.g., Google App Engine 

[78]) for high availability and scalability. 

User Gateway - A User Gateway runs on the same system as computations and provides an 

interface for the computations to access volume data. A User Gateway does not store data 
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persistently; instead, user data created or modified by a User Gateway are sent to Replica 

Gateways for storage. A User Gateway caches recently accessed data blocks on its local disk to 

improve performance. 

 

Figure 3.1: Syndicate architecture. Syndicate interconnects geo-distributed users and storage 

via Syndicate Gateways. An Acquisition Gateway provides data access to data repositories (data 

sources). A User Gateway provides data access interfaces to various compute environments. A 

Replica Gateway stores user data. The Metadata Service is a central service that maintains 

information about users, volumes, and gateways. 

Replica Gateway - A Replica Gateway is responsible for storing data blocks created or 

modified by User Gateways to external storage (e.g., iRODS, Dropbox, and Amazon S3). A 

Replica Gateway can be located either in the same system as a User Gateway, in the cloud, or 

close to the external storage. A Replica Gateway also serves the data it stores to User Gateways. 
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Optionally, a web cache or CDN can be configured with a Replica Gateway to improve read 

performance. 

Acquisition Gateway - An Acquisition Gateway runs close to external storage and makes 

datasets stored in the external storage available to User Gateways for read-only access. An 

Acquisition Gateway imports only the metadata of the external datasets into the Metadata 

Service. Optionally, web caches or CDNs can be configured with an Acquisition Gateway to 

improve read bandwidth and scalability. 

There are two ways of adding user data to Syndicate. First, computations may write new data 

to a volume via a User Gateway. In this case, the data are routed to a Replica Gateway that 

writes to external storage. Second, data can be read from external storage via an Acquisition 

Gateway. Unlike other file systems, external data are not copied into Syndicate; data are instead 

fetched on demand from the external storage by the Acquisition Gateway. This functionality is 

called publishing to distinguish it from importing (making a copy of) the data as is done in other 

file systems. 

Publishing is advantageous for providing access to large existing datasets. Publishing only 

requires the Metadata Service to maintain the metadata of the files in the dataset. Because the 

metadata is relatively small compared to the dataset, publishing is relatively fast compared to 

importing the dataset. In addition, publishing does not require storing a copy of the entire dataset. 
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3.1.1 PROTOCOL 

Syndicate transfers data to a User Gateway when they are accessed by computations. When the 

dataset is accessed, the requested data are transferred from the external storage (or the web cache 

or the closest CDN if available) to the User Gateway on the local computer. Transporting data 

on-demand avoids copying the entire dataset to local storage before the computation begins. Also, 

data management for local copies is eliminated because on-demand data transfer does not create 

a permanent local copy of the dataset. 

A potential downside of on-demand transport is that it may cause many small data transfers 

over the high latency, low-bandwidth WAN. If, for example, the computation makes many small 

accesses it could lead to many small data transfers, greatly reducing the data transfer bandwidth. 

To avoid this problem, Syndicate transfers data in large fixed-size blocks. The default block size 

is 64KB and is configurable per volume. However, even larger block sizes (e.g., 512KB or 1MB) 

can be used to improve data transfer performance. When data are read, blocks containing the 

requested data are transferred if they are not present in the local cache. 

Syndicate uses a HTTP-based protocol for communication between gateways and the 

Metadata Service. When Syndicate communicates with storage or computations, external 

protocols are translated to the Syndicate protocol by the gateways that are located close to the 

external systems (Figure 3.1) to improve data transfer performance. The data and control plane 

protocols of Syndicate are based on HTTP to take advantage of existing web and cloud 

infrastructures. For example, Syndicate runs the Metadata Service on cloud web services (e.g., 
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Google App Engine [78]) for availability and scalability. Web caches (e.g., [73]) or CDNs (e.g., 

Amazon CloudFont [76]) can be configured to improve data access bandwidth and reduce data 

access workload in storage. 

3.1.2 DATA PUBLISHING 

A Syndicate user can publish an external dataset to a Syndicate volume via an Acquisition 

Gateway. A Syndicate user who does this is the publisher of the dataset. The publisher must have 

read permission on the external dataset and write permission to the Syndicate volume in which 

the dataset will be published. 

The Acquisition Gateway can support a variety of data repositories that use different 

protocols for data access. This is done by Acquisition Gateway drivers that implement 

repository-specific parts. For example, an FTP driver implements the FTP protocol to provide 

access to FTP repositories. The Acquisition Gateway driver API allows developers to add 

support for new data repositories and protocols. 

The publisher may run the Acquisition Gateway anywhere that it can access the dataset. 

However, it is beneficial to run it close to the dataset to reduce data access latency. The publisher 

instantiates an Acquisition Gateway and publishes the dataset to the volume. After publishing, 

the dataset becomes accessible to all Syndicate users who have permission to access the volume. 

The Acquisition Gateway relays all data accesses to the dataset to the external data repository 

storing the dataset. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Fu9l
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/KaCd
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/DoBF
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3.1.3 DATA ACCESS 

Data access to a Syndicate volume is done via a User Gateway. A User Gateway provides data 

access interfaces to a variety of compute environments. For example, the Syndicate CLI is a User 

Gateway that provides a command-line data access interface. Syndicate users can list directory 

entries, read and write files, and delete files via the tool. Syndicate FUSE is a User Gateway that 

enables users to mount Syndicate volumes on a local directory hierarchy. 

 

Figure 3.2: Multi-tier data caching in Syndicate. Syndicate overcomes the WAN bandwidth 

limitations by caching reusable data in a cache hierarchy. 

Syndicate implements multi-tier caching to increase data reusability and overcome the 

bandwidth limitations of a WAN (Figure 3.2). WAN bandwidth is a potential bottleneck when 

User Gateways access data from Acquisition Gateways or Replica Gateways. Syndicate 

addresses this by caching the most recently accessed data in a gateway’s memory and local 

storage. The caches allow computations to reuse recently accessed data via the gateways co-
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located on the same machine. In addition, web caches can be co-located on the same network to 

provide data caching to multiple machines. In this case, computations on the same network can 

benefit from the cache. Cloud cache services, such as CDNs, also can be configured to cover 

even larger scales and more machines. 

3.2 APPLICATION TO SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 

The original Syndicate design has several benefits when used in scientific computing as a dataset 

delivery platform. First, Syndicate can provide access to datasets stored in data repositories in 

multiple administrative domains using Acquisition Gateways. In addition, Syndicate can support 

various data transport protocols used by the data repositories by implementing Acquisition 

Gateway drivers. Second, Syndicate provides high-performance data access to geo-distributed 

data repositories over a WAN. Syndicate implements multi-tier caching for maximum data 

reusability and block-based data transfer for efficient use of network bandwidth. Third, 

Syndicate provides on-demand data transfer that does not require manual data staging. Lastly, 

Syndicate can support various compute environments, such as HPC and Hadoop, using User 

Gateways. Syndicate provides native data access interfaces for those environments to enable 

computations running on them to make direct access to datasets. 

However, Syndicate is not ideal as a dataset delivery platform for scientific computing. 

Syndicate does not make use of network bandwidth efficiently because Syndicate lacks several 

performance features that are common in high performance storage, such as parallel data 
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transfers and prefetching. Thus, Syndicate showed poor performance compared to existing data 

transfer tools, such as Wget and curl. 

To improve data transfer bandwidth, I made three improvements to Syndicate. First, HTTP 

connections for data transfers are reused to reduce overheads. The original User Gateway 

implementation created a new HTTP connection for each data transfer. Although establishing a 

new HTTP connection takes a very small amount of time, doing it for every data transfer adds up, 

resulting in high data access latency. To address the issue, User Gateway now caches 

connections for reuse. 

Second, larger data blocks are used to improve data access bandwidth. Making on-demand 

data transfer with small data blocks can be costly. Use of small data blocks for data transfer is 

less efficient than large data blocks because it requires more request-response message 

exchanges that prevent the efficient use of network bandwidth. To improve data transfer 

bandwidth, I modified Syndicate to support large data blocks up to 32MB instead of its original 

1MB limit. 

Lastly, data blocks are prefetched for efficient use of network bandwidth. Block-based on-

demand data transfer can be costly. Transferring blocks one-at-a time prevents efficient use of 

network bandwidth because of the lack of pipelining. Even worse, a single data access requires 

two on-demand data transfers in sequence: the first is between the User Gateway and the 

Acquisition Gateway, and the second between the Acquisition Gateway and the data repositories. 

This makes the problem even worse. I implemented prefetching to avoid this problem. Once an 
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application has read n sequential blocks (n is configurable) Syndicate begins prefetching the next 

m blocks (m is configurable) in the file. Syndicate ceases prefetching if the application performs 

a non-sequential access. Prefetching lets Syndicate use HTTP pipelining, which enables more 

efficient use of network bandwidth. 

To enable researchers to access scientific datasets stored on data repositories, I implemented 

two Acquisition Gateway drivers. Many national institutes (e.g., NIH data repositories [31]) use 

FTP servers for sharing scientific datasets. iRODS is also used by Texas Advanced Computing 

Center (TACC) [43] and CyVerse [44] for sharing public scientific datasets [45], [46]. FTP and 

iRODS drivers enable computations to make access to a variety of public scientific datasets. 

I also implemented two new User Gateways. First, the Syndicate REST User Gateway 

provides a REST interface for data access. Computing services, such as the CyVerse Discovery 

Environment [47], can make use of the interface to access data in Syndicate volumes. Second, 

the Syndicate Hadoop plugin allows users to mount Syndicate volumes in Hadoop. It relies on 

the Syndicate REST User Gateway for data access. In a Hadoop cluster a Syndicate REST User 

Gateway is deployed on each node in the cluster to provide local compute tasks with access to 

data stored on Syndicate volumes. The plugin can be also used for other Hadoop-compatible 

computing platforms, such as Spark [79] and HBase [80]. 

The Syndicate Hadoop plugin makes use of cache layout information from the User Gateway 

to facilitate co-locating tasks and data. Figure 3.3 illustrates the task placement in Hadoop. The 

Hadoop task scheduler makes a data layout query to the plugin in order to determine which node 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/5ReF
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/8Mvc
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/w6cR
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/QeQe+9LyT
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/6Lgc
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/5itx
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/x99e
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should run a Hadoop task based on the data it requires. The Cache Monitor in the plugin collects 

information about the cache layout in the Syndicate REST User Gateways running in the cluster. 

For the data layout query by the Hadoop task scheduler, the Cache Monitor returns the cache 

layout to cause the scheduler to co-locate computations and the data that they require. Unlike the 

HDFS data layout, the cache layout may contain false positives or false negatives as the cache 

status can change over time by cache eviction or addition of new blocks by other tasks in the 

same node. Cache misses are satisfied by web caches, CDNs, or remote Acquisition Gateways. 

 

Figure 3.3: Syndicate facilitates co-locating compute tasks and data caches in Hadoop. 

Syndicate enables Hadoop computations to access remote datasets efficiently by task scheduling 

based on cache locality. Syndicate causes the Hadoop job scheduler to distribute tasks over a 

cluster according to data caches in User Gateways. The block dotted arrows represent accesses to 
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locally cached blocks that are satisfied by User Gateways. The red dotted arrows represent 

accesses to uncached blocks that are satisfied by the CDN. 

I deployed Syndicate to a metagenomics research cloud, iMicrobe [81]. iMicrobe is built on 

top of the computing infrastructures of CyVerse, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), 

and University of Arizona. Syndicate is deployed between the CyVerse DataStore and a Hadoop 

cluster in University Information Technology Services (UITS). The CyVerse DataStore runs 

iRODS and stores microbial datasets. The Hadoop cluster is used to perform a large scale 

sequence analysis, such as Libra [82]. CyVerse DataStore and the Hadoop cluster are connected 

via a high-bandwidth University of Arizona campus network. In the deployment Syndicate 

allows remote data access without staging the datasets. This simplifies the iMicrobe workflows 

by eliminating staging. However, the high-bandwidth campus network prevents evaluating the 

effectiveness of Syndicate for data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN. This led to the 

development of a new platform, the Syndicate Dataset Manager (SDM), to deploy Syndicate on a 

larger scale. 

3.3 SYNDICATE DATASET MANAGER (SDM) 

Publishing an external dataset via an Acquisition Gateway is a labor-intensive process. As a 

storage service, Syndicate provides numerous features to meet users’ needs. However, this 

makes configuration complicated. Even simple publishing requires multiple steps. First, a 

publisher creates a new volume for the dataset to be published. Second, the publisher creates an 

Acquisition Gateway configuration that can access the external storage, and instantiates an 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/FRsO
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Ba4L
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Acquisition Gateway using the configuration. Third, the publisher creates a User Gateway 

configuration that allows User Gateways instantiated by other Syndicate users to access the 

volume. Fourth, the publisher configures the User Gateways to use CDNs or web caches to 

access the dataset, if desired. Lastly, the publisher shares the volume name and access 

information, including the User Gateway configuration, with potential users out-of-band, such as 

via e-mail. There is no built-in service for discovering published datasets and their volumes. 

The Syndicate Dataset Manager (SDM) [83] is a scientific dataset delivery platform that 

makes use of Syndicate for data transport. The Syndicate Dataset Manager addresses the 

configuration difficulty and provides a user-friendly interface for ease of use by both publishers 

and users. It allows publishers to publish scientific datasets via a simple command and a 

configuration file. It also allows researchers to discover, mount on a local directory hierarchy, 

and access scientific datasets on-demand via a command line tool. 

Syndicate Dataset Manager is inspired by package managers in Linux, such as Yellowdog 

Updater Modified (YUM) [84] and Advanced Package Tool (APT) [85]. Package managers 

provide quick search for software packages and installation/uninstallation of them using a simple 

command. Their ease-of-use inspired the design of Syndicate Dataset Manager. 

Syndicate Dataset Manager architecture consists of three components: Catalog Service, 

SDM-Publish, and SDM-Mount (Figure 3.4). The Syndicate Dataset Manager components have 

the following responsibilities: 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/77s1
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/gk60
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/V5hh
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Figure 3.4: Syndicate Dataset Manager architecture. The Syndicate Dataset Manager makes 

scientific data publishing and mounting easier. The Catalog Service manages the metadata of 

published datasets that are necessary for search and mounting. Datasets published via SDM-

Publish can be easily searched and mounted via SDM-Mount. 

Catalog Service - The Catalog Service maintains dataset metadata, such as Syndicate 

volume names and User Gateway configurations. This component is responsible for distributing 

access information for published scientific datasets to Syndicate Dataset Manager users. This 

addresses the difficulty in locating and mounting new datasets. This component runs in the cloud 

for high availability and scalability. 

SDM-Publish - The SDM-Publish augments the Syndicate Acquisition Gateway to simplify 

the dataset publishing process. Publishing a dataset is done via a command-line tool and a 
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configuration file that describes the dataset and how to access it. During the publishing process, 

the tool automatically registers the access information with the Catalog Service. 

SDM-Mount - The SDM-Mount augments the Syndicate User Gateway to simplify the 

dataset mounting process. The tool retrieves access information for published scientific datasets 

from the Catalogue Service. Researchers discover and mount published scientific datasets via the 

tool. 

The Catalog Service provides a REST interface for dataset registration and retrieval of access 

information for datasets. When a publisher publishes a dataset, SDM-Publish registers its access 

information automatically to the Catalog Service via the REST interface. When a researcher lists 

or mounts datasets, the SDM-Mount retrieves the access information from the Catalog Service. 

The Catalog Service maintains several pieces of information about published datasets. It 

contains a table that stores a unique identifier for the dataset, a short description including search 

keywords, Syndicate username of the publisher, name of the Syndicate Volume that contains the 

dataset, and the URL of the Metadata Service for the Syndicate Volume. This information is 

essential for searching and accessing datasets via Syndicate.  

The Catalog Service also maintains information about web caches and CDNs for the 

published datasets. Syndicate uses Web caches and CDNs for improved access bandwidth and 

scalability. The Catalog Service stores the URL prefix of a cache site and the URL to the 

Acquisition Gateway for the dataset. User Gateways access the dataset via the URL prefix of the 
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cache site and the Acquisition Gateway’s URL for the dataset. The cache site receives the access 

and extracts the Acquisition Gateways’ URL from the request URL. The cache site pulls the data 

block from the Acquisition Gateway on a cache miss. The Catalog Service also stores the GPS 

location of the cache site. Using the GPS locations, SDM-Mount automatically determines the 

geographically closest cache site for data access. The closest cache site is assumed to have the 

fewest network hops and will therefore provide the fastest access. 

The SDM-Publish simplifies the dataset publishing process via a command-line tool and a 

configuration file that describes the dataset and how to access it (Figure 3.5). The configuration 

file stores the publisher’s Syndicate authentication information, the dataset name, description of 

the dataset, the address of the Acquisition Gateway, and access information of the storage. The 

command-line tool automatically creates a new volume and an Acquisition Gateway to publish 

the dataset and a User Gateway for access. It then registers the dataset information to the Catalog 

Service. Lastly, it publishes the dataset using an Acquisition Gateway that is containerized via 

Docker [86]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/tu7H
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Figure 3.5: Example SDM-Publish configuration file for publishing a dataset stored on an 

external FTP repository. The Dataset Configuration section in the configuration describes the 

dataset, how to publish it, and how to access it. The AG Driver Configuration section in the 

configuration describes the data source. The Data Publisher’s Private Key section contains the 

publisher’s private key for Syndicate to authenticate the publisher. 

Datasets published via SDM-Publish are anonymously accessible. Because many scientific 

datasets are publicly accessible, there is no reason to control access to the datasets via Syndicate. 

Providing anonymous access simplifies the volume and the gateway configurations. 

The SDM-Mount provides searching and mounting of datasets via a command-line interface. 

It provides commands for listing, searching, mounting, and unmounting of datasets (Table 3.1). 
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The tool automatically acquires the necessary access information for the dataset from the Catalog 

Service and launches a User Gateway to mount the dataset. In this way it simplifies data access 

in scientific computing and allows researchers to start experiments quickly. 

Command Description Example 

ls List name and description 
of available datasets 

$ sdm ls 

search Search datasets by a 
keyword 

$ sdm search ncbi 

mount <dataset_id> 
<mount_path> 

Mount the given dataset $ sdm mount refseq 
/mnt/refseq 

unmount <mount_path> Unmount a dataset on the 
given mount_path 

$ sdm unmount /mnt/refseq 

clear Clear local cache of data 
blocks 

$ sdm clear 

ps Display mount status $ sdm ps 
Table 3.1: SDM-Mount Commands. SDM-Mount provides commands for listing, searching, 

mounting, and unmounting of datasets. 

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Syndicate performance is evaluated using a genomic data analysis workflow with a well-known 

genomic dataset. The evaluation is done by comparing its performance with several existing data 

access methods. To evaluate efficiency, the elapsed times of the genomic data analysis workflow 

using several different data access methods are compared. In addition, the impact of caching on 

Syndicate’s performance is measured. 
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The 1000 Genomes [22] dataset used in the experiments contains genome sequences of 

thousands of individuals from different global populations. Because the entire dataset is very 

large (approximately 1480GB), for expediency the experiments are performed on a subset 

consisting of 29 files containing a total of 10.05GB of data. 

Mash (v2.1) [87] is a bioinformatics tool that measures the genetic distance between genome 

sequence files. By analyzing the distance between sequence files from different environments, 

researchers find correlations and discover new insights for further research. Mash reads entire 

genome sequence files in a dataset sequentially, then it generates k-mers from the sequences. It 

subsamples k-mers using the MinHash algorithm [88] to reduce the number of k-mers used in the 

computation. The subsampled k-mers are compared to compute a genetic distance between 

genome sequence files using Jaccard similarity. During its run, Mash reads each genome file in 

the dataset sequentially and in its entirety. Experiments used the default configuration for Mash. 

Mash is favorable for the staging methods for several reasons. First, Mash reads the entire 

input dataset, which ensures that the staging methods do not transfer unused data. Second, the 

on-demand data transfer methods are handicapped because they transfer data in individual 

requests, requiring request-response exchanges for every data block. Third, Mash is 

computationally less intensive than other bioinformatics tools, such as Simka and Libra. This 

increases the impact of the data transfer bandwidth on the overall running time, making it 

important to use the data transfer bandwidth efficiently. Although it is less favorable to 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/9AC2
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/SxM4
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/BFJy
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Syndicate, Mash is used to evaluate Syndicate because it is a popular tool for metagenomic 

sequence analysis. 

In the experimental setup Amazon CloudFront [76] is used for the CDN. A new CDN 

instance was created for each cold cache experiment to ensure that the caches were initially 

empty. For warm cache experiments, each test was performed twice on the same CDN and the 

second run measured. 

The experiments evaluate Syndicate in two usage scenarios that use different data sources 

and computational resources for the genomic sequence analysis. In each scenario the efficiency 

of different data access methods is compared. Each result is the average of three runs of the 

experiment. 

Syndicate performance is compared against several existing data access methods — GNU 

Wget (v1.19.4), CurlFtpFS (v0.9.2), iGet (of iCommands v4.2.4), and irodsFS (also known as 

iRODS FUSE, v2.1.1). GNU Wget and iGet are used for staging the dataset. Staging is 

accomplished by copying the dataset to a local disk before running Mash on the local copy. In 

addition, the experiments measure GNU Wget running in parallel using GNU Parallel [89] with 

four parallel processes — the same number of threads as used in Syndicate. CurlFtpFS, irodsFS 

and Syndicate are used for on-demand data transfer. The dataset is mounted on a local directory 

hierarchy and accessed directly by Mash. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/DoBF
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/pOW0
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Three systems were used for the experimental setups: a local workstation, instances of 

Amazon EC2, and an instance of CyVerse Atmosphere. Mash is run on the local workstation and 

the instance of Amazon EC2. Acquisition Gateways ran on the instances of Amazon EC2 and 

CyVerse Atmosphere. Details of their configurations are described in each scenario. The local 

workstation has two six-core AMD Opteron Processor 2435, 32GB RAM, and 500GB hard disk 

with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS installed. The setup used t2.large instances of AWS EC2 that have two 

vCPUs, 8GB RAM, and 30GB SSD per instance. Lastly, the setup used a tiny1 instance of 

CyVerse Atmosphere that has one vCPU, 4GB of RAM, and 30GB SSD with Ubuntu 14.04 

installed. Syndicate was run inside a Docker container for simplified deployment. 

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiments first evaluated Syndicate performance as a function of the block size to 

determine the optimal size for scientific computing. Then, Syndicate is evaluated by comparing 

performance of the workflow with several existing data access methods in two scenarios — 

intercontinental data access and interstate data access. 

3.5.1 BLOCK SIZE SENSITIVITY 

The data block size is an important configuration parameter that affects data transfer bandwidth. 

Small data blocks reduce effective data transfer bandwidth by frequent request-response 

exchanges. On the other hand, large data blocks may increase the latency of data access by 
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blocking computations until the block has been received. Also, it can increase data transfer 

overhead if a part of the transferred data is ultimately unused.  

Syndicate block size can be configured by the volume owner on a per-volume basis. In 

Syndicate Dataset Manager the publisher of a dataset becomes the owner of the volume in which 

the dataset is published. Thus, the publisher needs to determine the proper block size because it 

affects data transfer performance of the dataset. 

In the experiments Mash is run on an AWS EC2 instance at US East Region in Virginia (US). 

The dataset is stored in CyVerse Data Store in Arizona (US). An Acquisition Gateway is 

deployed on an instance of CyVerse Atmosphere in the same datacenter as the CyVerse 

DataStore. 

As can be seen in Figure 3.6, increasing the block size improves bandwidth. Network 

bandwidth is more efficiently used when transferring a larger block. Small data blocks decrease 

data transfer bandwidth by requiring more request-response exchanges; they have a detrimental 

effect on total elapsed time of Mash. As a result, 32MB blocks was 644% faster than 1MB 

blocks. This shows that Syndicate’s original 1MB block size limit is obviously too small for 

transferring scientific datasets. However, there are diminishing returns as the block size is 

increased. I used 32MB blocks in the experiments. 
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Figure 3.6: A comparison of the metagenomic workflow elapsed times for different block 

sizes. Increasing the block size improves bandwidth. However, there are diminishing returns 

beyond 16MB. 

3.5.2 INTERCONTINENTAL DATA ACCESS 

In this scenario a researcher in the US performs genomic sequence analysis on the 1000 

Genomes Dataset using Mash. The dataset is hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute 

(EBI) located in London and is accessible anonymously via the EBI FTP server. The analysis is 

performed on a local workstation in Arizona (US), and the data are transferred from the EBI FTP 

server in London (UK) to the workstation via the Internet. 
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An Acquisition Gateway is deployed on AWS EC2 in the EU Region, chosen because it is 

located in London near the EBI FTP server. This enables low-latency (less than 20ms), high-

bandwidth data transfer between the Acquisition Gateway and the EBI FTP server. 

Elapsed times of the experiments are shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8. Computation time (red) is 

the time to complete the computation when input data are fully resident in RAM. Transfer time 

(blue) is the elapsed time minus the computation time. 

 

Figure 3.7: Intercontinental workflow elapsed times with cold caches. GNU Wget Parallel 

outperformed other tools providing on-demand data transfer. 
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Figure 3.8: Intercontinental workflow elapsed times with warm caches. Syndicate with 

warm caches had comparable performance to staging the dataset to local disk. 

Figure 3.7 shows the elapsed times of the experiment using different data access methods 

with cold caches. Despite its popularity, GNU Wget (WC) did not perform well, running 24% 

slower than CurlFtpFS (CC) and 17% slower than Syndicate (SC). This is because GNU Wget 

does not transfer data in parallel. GNU Wget Parallel (WPC) had a 32% improvement over GNU 

Wget (WC) by running multiple simultaneous instances of GNU Wget using GNU Parallel. 

CurlFtpFS (CC) and Syndicate (SC) had comparable performance, while CurlFtpFS (CC) had a 

5% shorter elapsed time than Syndicate (SC). This is due to the Acquisition Gateway, which 

increases the transfer overhead. The Acquisition Gateway sits between the compute system and 

the data source and relays data accesses between them; thus, it increases data access latency. 
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Similarly, Syndicate-CDN (SCC) includes overheads incurred by the CDN, and as a result, 

Syndicate-CDN (SCC) was 7% slower than Syndicate without a CDN (SC). 

Figure 3.8 shows the results with warm caches. Hard disk (HW) runs Mash on a local copy 

of the dataset stored on a hard disk drive formatted with EXT-4. This represents an upper bound 

on Syndicate’s performance as Syndicate caches its data on the local disk. With a warm cache 

Syndicate has the entire dataset cached on the local drive, therefore Syndicate (SW) was only 5% 

slower than local HDD storage (HW). The overhead is mainly caused by FUSE. According to 

the research performed by Vangoor et al. [90], FUSE causes 5% overhead during local data 

accesses. 

Syndicate-CDN (SCW) also had comparable performance to local HDD storage (HW) and 

Syndicate (SW). Thanks to the CDN that provides high bandwidth data access, Syndicate-CDN 

(SCW) completed the workflow only 9% slower than the local HDD storage (HW). This is 

somewhat surprising because Syndicate-CDN (SCW) does not have a local cache and only uses 

the CDN’s caches. 

The result is even more surprising because it completed faster than the fastest staging method, 

Wget Parallel (WPC in Figure 3.7). When accessing popular datasets, the datasets are likely to be 

cached in a CDN; Syndicate-CDN (SCW) illustrates this situation. Assuming popular datasets 

are cached in the CDN, Syndicate-CDN (SCW) can complete the workflow 20% faster than 

Wget Parallel (WPC in Figure 3.7). 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/8DLF
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Figure 3.9: Intercontinental workflow elapsed times using Syndicate with warm and cold 

caches. Syndicate with warm caches (both SCW and SW) is much faster than with cold caches 

(SCC). Their performance is comparable to local Hard disk (HW). 

Figure 3.9 provides a more detailed analysis of Syndicate’s performance with a CDN. When 

Syndicate has cold caches (SCC), all data accesses result in cache misses that are satisfied by the 

external storage (the EBI FTP server) via the CDN and the Acquisition Gateway. Syndicate is 

40% faster with warm caches (SCW) vs. cold caches (SCC). The performance of Syndicate with 

warm CDN caches (SCW) was only 4% slower than when Syndicate had the entire dataset 

cached on a local disk (SW). 

The experiments also measured several other popular data staging tools — Curl (v7.35) and 

GridFTP (v6.0). However, the Curl and GridFTP results are omitted from the figures because 
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their performance was largely the same as GNU Wget — Curl was only 4% slower and GridFTP 

was only 2% faster than GNU Wget. Unlike other tools, GridFTP extends the FTP protocol (e.g., 

parallel data transfers) for improved performance. However, the extension cannot be used in the 

experiments because the EBI FTP server runs the standard FTP protocol that is incompatible 

with the extension. 

3.5.3 INTERSTATE DATA ACCESS 

In this scenario a researcher in Virginia (US) performs the same analysis as the first scenario. In 

these experiments, however, the dataset is stored on the CyVerse DataStore in Arizona (US). The 

researcher uses a cloud computing resource in AWS EC2, US East Region, for the analysis. The 

data are transferred from the CyVerse Data Store in Arizona to the EC2 instance in Northern 

Virginia across the United States via the Internet. 

An Acquisition Gateway is deployed on CyVerse Atmosphere in Arizona. CyVerse 

Atmosphere is located in the same data center as the CyVerse Data Store that is the data source; 

thus, it ensures high-bandwidth data transfer between the Acquisition Gateway and the data 

source. 
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Figure 3.10: Interstate workflow elapsed times with cold caches. A staging method (iGet) 

outperformed other tools providing on-demand data transfer. 

Figure 3.10 shows the performance with cold caches. iGet (CC) had the best performance 

because it transfers the entire dataset to a local SSD using a block-based parallel data transfer 

protocol. Syndicate (SC) and irodsFs (RC) were more than 57% slower than iGet (CC). 

Syndicate and irodsFS both implement block-based parallel data transfers; however, they do not 

achieve performance comparable to iGet (CC) for two reasons. First, the data transfer threads of 

Syndicate and irodsFS were sometimes idle because they only transfer data blocks that are 

requested by a computation. Prefetching partially addresses this, but they only prefetch a fixed 

number of blocks. Second, iGet transfers directly from the iRODS data servers via a file transfer 

API provided by iRODS. However, the API cannot be used for transferring partial data blocks 
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required by Syndicate and irodsFS because the API only supports whole-file transfers. Instead, 

Syndicate and irodsFS uses a byte-range data transfer API provided by iRODS; data transfers 

made by them are handled by an interface server (called iCAT) and relayed to the data servers. 

As in the first scenario, Syndicate-CDN (SCC) had slightly slower performance than Syndicate 

(SC) as the CDN incurred overhead. 

 

Figure 3.11: Interstate workflow elapsed times with warm caches. Syndicate had 

performance comparable to staging to a local SSD when it is with warm caches. 

Figure 3.11 shows the performance with warm caches. Local SSD storage (SSW) is an upper 

bound on Syndicate’s performance because it assumes that the dataset is already staged in the 

local SSD storage. The experiment runs Mash on a local copy of the dataset stored on the SSD. 
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Therefore, there was no performance impact from the WAN. As in the first scenario, Syndicate 

(SW) and Syndicate-CDN (SCW) had good performance with warm caches. Syndicate-CDN 

(SCW) was 18% slower than local SSD storage (SSW). However, thanks to the CDN, Syndicate-

CDN (SCW) was 17% faster than iGet (CC in Figure 3.10). The CDN provided much higher 

data access bandwidth than remote CyVerse DataStore. Because the CDN is geo-distributed, data 

access is satisfied by the closest cache site, ensuring high bandwidth data access. 

 

Figure 3.12: Interstate workflow elapsed times using Syndicate with warm and cold caches. 

Syndicate with warm caches (both SCW and SW) is much faster than with cold caches (SCC). 

Their performance is comparable to a local SSD (SSW). 

Figure 3.12 provides a more detailed analysis of Syndicate’s performance when it is 

configured with a CDN. As in the first scenario, Syndicate (SCC) with warm caches was 51% 
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faster than with cold caches. Syndicate’s performance with warm CDN caches (SCW) was 

comparable to Syndicate with the entire dataset cached on a local SSD (SW). The CDN’s high 

data access bandwidth allowed Syndicate with warm CDN caches (SCW) to be only 6% slower 

than Syndicate with warm local caches (SW). 

3.6 SYNDICATE LIMITATIONS 

A limitation of the Syndicate architecture is that it is challenging to orchestrate multiple 

Acquisition Gateways. An Acquisition Gateway can publish a dataset to a single volume. 

Publishing hundreds of datasets requires hundreds of Acquisition Gateways; it is challenging to 

manage all of them, and it is probably not practical to run them all on the same machine. In 

addition, it is challenging to publish an entire data repository using a single Acquisition Gateway 

because the Acquisition Gateway will likely be overloaded. Publishing an entire data repository 

using multiple Acquisition Gateways is also challenging because each Acquisition Gateway is 

configured and runs independently. 

In Syndicate a User Gateway cannot access data cached by other User Gateways running in 

the same cluster. Each User Gateway manages its data cache independently and does not 

cooperate. This causes a User Gateway to make an expensive remote data access to the 

Acquisition Gateway even if the data block is already cached in another node in the same cluster. 

This often happens when Syndicate is deployed on a Hadoop cluster. Hadoop may create 

multiple copies of the same computation (called attempts) and distribute them over different 

cluster nodes for redundancy in case of failures and to mitigate the effect of slow nodes. Each 
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attempt accesses the same data block, causing the User Gateways on the nodes to transfer the 

same data block repeatedly from the remote Acquisition Gateway. 

3.7 CONCLUSION 

Syndicate is a general-purpose storage system built on existing cloud services. This dissertation 

explored its application to scientific computing for delivering datasets efficiently between geo-

distributed collaborators and computing systems. Syndicate shows good data access performance 

with a CDN and outperforms existing data access methods. Coupled with its ease-of-use, this 

makes Syndicate an attractive platform for performing scientific workflows on remote datasets. 

However, Syndicate revealed several limitations when it is used in cluster computing 

environments, such as Hadoop. Acquisition Gateways on a cluster do not cooperate for 

scalability. Also, User Gateways cannot share caches within a cluster to avoid redundant data 

transfers. To address these limitations, I designed a new data transfer service called Stargate that 

has native support for cluster computing. 
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CHAPTER 4. STARGATE 

Stargate is a data transfer service that provides efficient remote data access over a WAN to geo-

distributed scientific datasets on clusters. Stargate is a successor to Syndicate that addresses the 

limitations of Syndicate on clusters. Stargate inherits several features from Syndicate, such as 

on-demand data transfer, multi-tier caching, and integration to various external storage and 

compute systems. However, Stargate has additional features to address Syndicate’s limitations, 

including improved scalability, data reusability by intra-cluster caching, and efficiency of 

cluster’s network bandwidth use. 

4.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

This dissertation rethinks Syndicate’s design to create a new system better optimized for 

scientific computing on clusters. Stargate’s design was influenced by following considerations: 

On-demand data transfer - Like Syndicate, Stargate must provide on-demand transfers for 

accessing datasets from existing storage systems. Neither importing the datasets into a new 

storage system nor staging them to a local storage is practical for large datasets. 

Read-only access - Stargate must provide read-only access to datasets. Read-only access is 

sufficient because scientific computations typically do not update datasets in-place. Unlike 

Syndicate, however, Stargate is not responsible for storing user data. User data can be stored in 

other local storage, such as HDFS, for high performance access or in network storage systems in 

the same data center, such as Dell EMC Isilon [19]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/bGH8
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Low-bandwidth WAN - Stargate must provide high-performance data access to datasets that 

are geo-distributed over a low-bandwidth WAN. Like Syndicate, Stargate must implement 

transfer optimization techniques that improve data transfer bandwidth. 

Service orchestration - Stargate must orchestrate independent services to provide efficient 

data access. Scientific computing makes use of multiple independent computing services, such as 

storage, transfer service and compute framework. Because these services run independently, 

Stargate must coordinate these services to achieve efficient end-to-end data access. 

Cluster computing - Stargate must make efficient use of cluster resources. Stargate runs on 

clusters in which the computing resources are distributed over multiple machines. Stargate must 

make efficient use of the distributed resources, including network bandwidth, RAM, and disk 

space. Concurrent data transfer provides more efficient use of cluster’s network bandwidth than 

using a single node in the cluster. Distributed data caching enables balanced use of RAM and 

disk space for caching. Stargate must implement these features that Syndicate lacks to increase 

resource utilization and improve performance on a cluster. 

Producer-subscriber model - Stargate must provide simple access control via a producer-

subscriber model. Syndicate provides access control via access-control lists (ACLs) as in a 

general-purpose file system. However, this makes it challenging to control access from multiple 

administrative domains [91]. External data and users in different administrative domains must be 

converted to Syndicate data and users, and Syndicate must control complex use-cases, such as 

when a User Gateway modifies data published via an Acquisition Gateway. However, this 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/Q4T8
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complexity is unnecessary to provide read-only remote scientific data access. Syndicate 

implements a simple role-based model, the producer-subscriber model, to simplify the control 

and user’s access. 

Scalability and fault-tolerance - Stargate must provide scalability and fault-tolerance. 

Scientific computing is often performed on a cluster with thousands of nodes for large scale data 

analysis. Therefore, Stargate must be scalable for processing large data access, and fault-tolerant 

to overcome sudden node failures. 

4.2 ARCHITECTURE 

A Stargate cluster is co-located on a compute cluster (i.e., Hadoop cluster) or a storage cluster 

(i.e., HDFS cluster) (Figure 4.1). Each node in the Stargate cluster runs a Stargate server, and the 

servers coordinate to provide concurrent data transfers and distributed data caching for efficient 

data access. The Stargate servers implement a peer-to-peer architecture (explained below) that 

does not require centralized control. Applications access data via a file system interface provided 

by Stargate clients. 
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Figure 4.1: Stargate deployments on compute and storage clusters. When Stargate is 

deployed on a compute cluster, a computation task on a node accesses data via the Stargate client 

on the same node. The Stargate client communicates with the co-located Stargate Server to 

process data access requests. When Stargate is deployed on a storage cluster, a Stargate Server 

on a node makes data accesses to the co-located data server. Blue arrows represent data accesses. 

Purple arrows represent peer-to-peer communication between Stargate servers. 

A Stargate client can communicate with any Stargate server in the cluster. This occurs when 

an application (e.g., a command-line tool for reading a file) makes access to data blocks or 

caches spread over multiple cluster nodes (Figure 4.2). However, this does not occur frequently 

in distributed computing frameworks, such as Hadoop, because Stargate co-locates compute 

tasks with the data blocks on the same node. 
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Figure 4.2: Inter-node communication between a Stargate client and servers. When an 

application makes access to data blocks spread over multiple cluster nodes, a Stargate client will 

communicate with multiple Stargate servers in the cluster. 

4.2.1 PEER-TO-PEER ARCHITECTURE 

Stargate servers on a cluster do not have a central server. In other systems, such as Hadoop or 

Spark, a central server on a cluster is typically used for clustering of nodes and storing a variety 

of metadata (i.e., metadata of published files). However, the central server may become a 

bottleneck for large data access requests as well as a single point of failure. To avoid these 

problems, Stargate servers implement a peer-to-peer architecture and the functions of a central 

server are distributed over the Stargate servers in the cluster. 

 Because Stargate implements a peer-to-peer architecture, Stargate servers in a cluster must 

discover each other for peering. Stargate uses a simple peering method that uses known members 
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of a cluster. The first Stargate server initializes a new Stargate cluster. Additional Stargate 

servers can join the cluster via any Stargate server that is already in the cluster (e.g., the first 

node). 

Stargate uses a distributed hash table (DHT) [92] on the Stargate cluster for storing the 

internal data (e.g., cluster information, metadata of published files, and data caches). The DHT 

runs on the same cluster as Stargate and stores data in a distributed fashion. The DHT stores data 

as key-value pairs. Data are first partitioned based on keys. Hashes of keys are used to partition 

the keys equally. Then the partitions are then assigned to the DHT nodes. In this way, when the 

number of node changes (e.g., node join or failure), the partitions on the node are re-distributed 

between the nodes which balances the data workloads. 

 The DHT provides three different data storing modes, partition, replication, and partition-

with-replicas, for different use-cases. Stargate uses all three of these modes to effectively handle 

data access and provide scalability and fault-tolerance for different types of data. 

In the partition mode data (key-value pairs) are partitioned by their keys and distributed over 

the cluster nodes. The DHT maintains a single copy of data on the cluster; thus, data stored on a 

node are lost in a node failure. Although this mode has low storage overhead, it is only useful for 

storing data that are not critical to the system, such as the data caches. Data caches are not 

critical because if they are lost the data are still accessible from the producer cluster. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/fswV
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In replication mode data are replicated on every node. This mode provides not only data 

durability, but also low-latency data access by reading data from local replicas. Therefore, this 

mode is useful for storing data that are vital to the system and accessed frequently. For example, 

a producer cluster stores the cluster configuration information using the replication mode 

because it is very important and frequently accessed by Stargate internally. However, this mode 

has high storage overhead because the data are replicated on every node. Thus, it is only practical 

for storing small amounts of data. 

Lastly, in the partition-with-replicas mode data are partitioned as in the partition mode, but it 

creates a fixed number of replicas. The replicas are distributed over the cluster nodes, so the data 

are not lost in a node failure. The DHT ensures the required number of replicas are maintained. 

However, this mode has high storage overhead. Similar to replication mode, this mode is useful 

for storing data that are critical to the system, albeit with lower overhead and lower fault 

tolerance. Stargate uses this mode to store the metadata for published files, which is critical to 

the system but too large to store in replication mode. 

Stargate implements the clustering and the DHT using Apache Ignite [92], which is an open 

source distributed in-memory storage. However, Stargate is not locked in the specific DHT 

service because the clustering and data storing modes are common functionalities of DHT 

services. Stargate can be implemented using any other DHT or NoSQL services. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/fswV
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4.2.2 PRODUCER AND SUBSCRIBER CLUSTERS 

A Stargate cluster is either a producer, a subscriber, or both. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 

relationship between producer and subscriber clusters. A producer cluster stores data and 

provides read-only data access to the subscriber clusters. A subscriber cluster provides data 

access to its applications. Stargate redirects applications’ data accesses to the producer cluster. 

Each Stargate cluster has a unique name that is used to distinguish data publishers and for 

authentication during the subscription process. The cluster name is given by the cluster 

administrator and has a human-readable format — UOFA_COMPSCI_HADOOP, for example. 

A subscription to a producer cluster is made using a subscription URL. A subscription URL 

is auto-generated by Stargate in the producer cluster and shared with potential subscribers out-of-

band, such as via e-mail. For non-anonymous access, a subscriber cluster’s name and password 

must be pre-registered to the producer cluster for authentication. The password is created by the 

subscription cluster and different passwords can be used for different producer clusters. The 

cluster’s name and password also must be shared with the producer cluster out-of-band. 
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Figure 4.3: A Stargate cluster can be either producer or a subscriber, or both. Producers 

provide read-only data access to their subscribers. Subscribers provide data access to their 

applications. A subscriber cluster may have multiple subscriptions to different producers. Blue 

arrows illustrate data accesses. Green arrows indicate subscriptions and red arrows indicate data 

flow. 

During the subscription process, the producer cluster authenticates the subscriber cluster 

using the cluster name and password. For anonymous access, the producer cluster allows any 

subscriber clusters to subscribe. 
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4.2.3 STARGATE VOLUME 

A subscriber cluster creates a unified volume that contains data from the producer clusters to 

which it subscribes. Stargate clients make access to remote datasets via the volume. Each 

producer cluster is represented by a subdirectory in the volume. Access to the subdirectories (e.g., 

listing files, getting file attributes, and reading file contents) is directed to the producer cluster 

for that subdirectory. 

There are two advantages of representing each producer cluster with a subdirectory. First, it 

is easy to find the producer cluster for data access by simply looking at its path. For example, 

when an access is made to a file at /Cluster_A/TOV/sample1.fasta, Stargate finds the 

producer cluster Cluster_A and redirects the access to the cluster by looking at the path. 

Second, it is easy to build a unified volume and keep it up-to-date. Datasets published by 

producer clusters may be very large (e.g., containing hundreds of thousands of files) and updates 

can be made to the datasets at any time. This makes it challenging for the subscriber cluster to 

build a unified volume and keep it up-to-date. To address this, Stargate does not build sub-trees 

under the producer cluster’s subdirectories in the unified volume. In the unified volume, the 

subdirectories are symbolic representations and all accesses to the subdirectories are redirected to 

the producer cluster. 
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Figure 4.4: A Stargate volume contains data from different producer clusters. Each cluster 

is represented by a subdirectory in the volume. A cluster’s exported files are shown in the 

volumes of its subscriber clusters. Access to data in the volume is redirected to the producer 

cluster for the data. The red arrows indicate subscriptions to producer clusters. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the relationship between three Stargate clusters and their volumes. 

Cluster_A is both a producer and a subscriber. The Cluster_A volume contains data from both 

local storage (Cluster_A) and the producer cluster (Cluster_C) that it subscribes to. This allows 

users to make data accesses in the same fashion regardless of whether they are local or remote. 

Cluster_B is a subscriber and its volume contains data from the two producer clusters (Cluster_A 

and Cluster_C) to which it subscribes. Since Cluster_B does not export data, the Cluster_B 

volume does not contain local storage. Cluster_C is a producer. The Cluster_C volume only 

contains local storage because it does not have any subscriptions. 
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Stargate provides eventual consistency for volume data. While a subscriber cluster is 

accessing data in a producer cluster, the data can be updated via other storage interfaces (e.g., a 

local process could modify a published file). This can occur because some data transport systems, 

such as FTP, do not have exclusive access to the underlying storage. However, eventual 

consistency suffices for two reasons. First, updates on scientific datasets are not frequent. Second, 

the subscriber cluster will detect inconsistencies via a content-addressable protocol explained 

below, so it can retry until the data becomes consistent. 

4.2.4 STARGATE PROTOCOL 

Stargate subscriber clusters access data on Stargate producer clusters via a REST-based Stargate 

protocol (Figure 4.5). Every Stargate server in the producer cluster implements the REST API to 

enable concurrent data access. Stargate servers in the subscriber clusters run REST clients to 

communicate with the servers in the producer clusters via the REST API. Stargate servers in the 

subscriber clusters perform data transfer in parallel with an assumption that concurrent data 

transfer provides more efficient use of cluster’s network bandwidth than using a single node in 

the cluster. 

Like Syndicate, the Stargate protocol uses HTTP and HTTPS to take advantage of the 

existing web infrastructure, such as web caches and CDNs. In addition, web monitoring services 

(i.e., Uptime [93]) can be used to monitor the health and performance of Stargate. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/PEFNW
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Figure 4.5: A Stargate protocol is used between subscriber clusters and producer clusters. 

Stargate subscriber and publisher clusters communicate via a REST-based Stargate protocol. 

Every Stargate server in the producer clusters implements REST API for concurrent data access. 

The Stargate protocol relies on content-addressable naming, allowing data blocks to be 

retrieved based on their contents. A file is chunked into large fixed-size blocks (e.g., 64MB), and 

each block’s name is derived from its contents so that blocks with the same contents have the 

same name. Stargate, by default, uses the SHA-256 cryptographic hash of a block as its name. 

Because Stargate uses a strong cryptographic hash function, it is nearly impossible to have the 

same hash value for blocks with different contents. 
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The content-addressable naming has two advantages. First, it prevents reading inconsistent 

data blocks. Modifying a file results in different block names. Access to the file via a stale block 

name fails. In addition, received block content can be verified with the block names by checking 

the hash of the content. Second, it enables deduplication as identical blocks have the same name, 

eliminating redundant data transfers and cached copies. 

 

Figure 4.6: Information stored in a recipe. A recipe contains file metadata and block 

information. File metadata contains general information of the file for the recipe, such as file 

name, length, and hash algorithm for block naming. Block information contains per-block 

metadata, such as name, starting offset, length of block content, and locations in the storage. 

Stargate uses the recipe to translate filenames and offsets into block names. 

The file metadata in Stargate includes a list of block names called a recipe. Figure 4.6 

illustrates information stored in a recipe. Stargate uses the recipe internally to translate the file 

names and offsets used by applications into the block accesses that are used by the Stargate 

Protocol. In the protocol, blocks are referenced by their names in data request URLs. For 
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example, the URL to access block FF00FF22.. stored on node0.abc.com is 

http://node0.abc.com/api/data/FF00FF22…. 

The recipe also contains block location information that indicates which nodes in the cluster 

store which blocks. The block location information is used by the subscriber cluster to determine 

which node in the producer cluster to contact for access to a particular block. This reduces the 

amount of intra-cluster traffic in the producer cluster. 

Stargate uses large fixed-size block chunking to improve data transfer bandwidth. There are 

data transfer protocols that use small (e.g., a few kilobytes) variable-size block chunking 

methods to maximize data deduplication, such as CernVM-FS [60]. Generally, decreasing the 

block size increases the odds of finding duplicated blocks in a dataset, thus increasing the cache 

hit rate. However, a smaller block size results in smaller data transfers, which uses network 

bandwidth less efficiently. Increasing the block size decreases the chance of deduplication but 

increases network efficiency by requiring fewer request-response exchanges (Figure 3.6). 

Moreover, chunking files in a large dataset into large blocks will produce fewer blocks than 

small blocks, resulting in smaller recipes, which require less traffic. In addition, datasets used in 

the evaluation of Stargate do not have a meaningful number of duplicates with small block size 

because they are randomly generated data or DNA sequences that do not contain many 

duplicates. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/tsQs
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Figure 4.7: Overlaps between consecutive blocks. Stargate creates small overlaps between 

consecutive blocks to facilitate line-oriented or record-oriented computations. 

Stargate implements an optimization to facilitate line-oriented or record-oriented 

computations. These computations require the compute task for a data block to read the 

beginning of the subsequent block when a line or record spans the block boundary. If 

implemented naively this will result in the compute task reading two blocks for every block it 

processes. Stargate avoids this problem by creating small overlaps between consecutive blocks 

(e.g., 16KB of overlap between 64MB blocks) when chunking a file into blocks (Figure 4.7). 

Stargate creates a new recipe when a new file is published or a published file is modified. 

Publishing a new file triggers the creation of the recipe for the file. Also, Stargate monitors file 

system update events in storage (e.g., via HDFS inotify) to detect updates of published files. 

When an update is detected, Stargate recreates the recipe for the updated file.  
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The created recipes are stored in the producer DHT. The recipes can be queried by file name 

or block name. Search by file name is used to find the recipe for a particular file. Search by block 

name is used when a subscriber cluster requests a data block by name from a producer cluster. 

The producer cluster retrieves recipes that contain the given block name to locate the block in the 

underlying storage. There will be multiple recipes containing the given block name if their files 

have duplicate content. Stargate can obtain the requested block content using any of the retrieved 

recipes. However, Stargate selects the block location that is co-located with the block’s transfer 

task to reduce data access latency and intra-cluster traffic. 

When a Stargate cluster is configured with a CDN (or a web cache), a URL to access a data 

block has two parts: the CDN part and the Stargate part. For example, the URL to access block 

FF00FF22... stored on node n01.abc.com via the CDN cdn.cloud.com is 

http://cdn.cloud.com/n01.abc.com/api/data/FF00FF22.... The data access 

is sent to the CDN using the CDN part (http://cdn.cloud.com) then the CDN forwards 

the access at cache-miss to the Stargate producer node using the second part 

(n01.abc.com/api/data/FF00FF22…). The URL contains the domain name of the 

Stargate producer node in the second part because the CDN does not understand the Stargate 

protocol, so the CDN cannot determine to which producer node to forward the access. 

The Stargate protocol has five notable features. First, its block-based data transfer avoids a 

request-response exchange on every application read. Stargate uses a large block size (e.g., 

64MB) to improve data transfer performance over high-latency WANs. Second, the Stargate 
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protocol facilitates line-oriented or record-oriented computations by having small overlaps 

between consecutive blocks. Third, the Stargate protocol enables deduplication because blocks 

with the same content have the same name. Fourth, the Stargate protocol enables efficient WAN 

usage because requests for the same block use the same URL, allowing web caches and CDNs to 

cache blocks easily. Lastly, the Stargate protocol prevents reading inconsistent file contents via 

content-addressable naming.  

4.2.5 MULTI-TIER CACHING 

Stargate provides multi-tier caching to improve data reusability and reduce WAN traffic. The 

bandwidth limitation of a WAN is a potential bottleneck for data transfers between Stargate 

clusters. Stargate addresses this by caching the most recently accessed data blocks in the 

subscriber cluster to avoid redundant WAN transfers. Stargate’s intra-cluster data caching is 

implemented using the DHT. Data caches are partitioned and distributed over cluster nodes 

based on the block names, which are hashes of the block contents. This enables balanced 

distribution of blocks, which allows efficient resource usage. Distributed compute frameworks, 

such as Hadoop, creates a compute task per data block so balanced distribution of blocks also 

allows balanced distribution of compute tasks, resulting in efficient data access. Additionally, 

Stargate supports web caches that serve requests from clusters on the same LAN, and CDNs that 

serve even larger scales and more clusters. 

Stargate’s intra-cluster data caching uses either the local disk or RAM as storage. Using 

RAM for the cache improves access performance, but requires the cluster to have sufficient 
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RAM. Using the local disk for the cache is lower performance than using RAM, but it enables 

Stargate to have a much larger cache. 

4.2.6 DATA TRANSPORT 

A Stargate subscriber cluster fetches data from a producer on demand. On-demand data transfer 

does not require staging datasets, and it does not require data management for local copies 

because permanent local copies of data are not created. Stargate translates a data access by an 

application on a subscriber cluster into the Stargate protocol, and sends data requests to the 

producer cluster. The requested data is transferred from the nearest cache or storage to the 

subscriber cluster. 

On-demand data transfer has a potential drawback in that data accesses may be sporadic, 

greatly reducing the data transfer bandwidth. Transferring blocks one-at-a-time makes inefficient 

use of network bandwidth due to the lack of pipelining. The problem is even worse over high-

latency, low-bandwidth WANs. To address this problem, Stargate implements prefetching. Each 

Stargate node performs prefetching independently, and Stargate ensures that a data block is 

prefetched only once by determining the prefetch node based on which node will cache the block 

(explained below in Section 4.2.7). When an application requests a block, Stargate begins 

prefetching the next n blocks of the file. 
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Figure 4.8: Transfer request queue and thread pool in a node. Both prefetch requests and on-

demand requests are placed in the transfer requests queue. The transfer thread pool has multiple 

transfer threads and deques transfer requests from the queue when there are idle threads. On-

demand requests are prioritized over prefetch requests when dequeuing. Each node maintains a 

queue and a thread pool independently. 

Unlike Syndicate, Stargate does not wait until several consecutive blocks have been accessed 

prior to prefetching. Syndicate performs prefetching only when an application accesses the file in 

sequential order. However, Stargate cannot determine whether an application accesses the file in 

sequential order or not, because its compute tasks are distributed over the cluster nodes and make 
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distributed access to the file; block accesses of the tasks become unordered. Because of this, 

Stargate begins prefetching on every block access. 

Stargate schedules data transfers using a transfer request queue and a transfer thread pool 

(Figure 4.8). There are two types of transfer requests: prefetch requests and on-demand requests. 

Stargate prioritizes on-demand requests over prefetch requests to reduce the amount of time 

computations wait for data blocks. Both prefetch requests and on-demand requests are placed in 

the transfer requests queue, which is a priority queue. The transfer thread pool has multiple 

transfer threads and dequeues transfer requests from the queue when there are idle threads. 

Blocks for on-demand requests are simultaneously stored in the intra-cluster cache and sent to 

the computations waiting for them. Prefetched blocks are stored in the intra-cluster cache for 

later access. 

There is a transfer requests queue and a transfer thread pool on each node. Stargate separates 

transfer requests per node, and each node handles them independently. This is because there is 

no central service for scheduling transfer requests; each node must do it by itself. 

Stargate determines which node in the subscriber node handles a transfer request based on 

which node will cache the block (explained below in Section 4.2.7). The node that transfers the 

block is called transfer node and the node that caches the block is called cache node. Stargate 

ensures that the transfer node and the cache node for a data block are the same to reduce access 

latency and unnecessary intra-cluster traffic. 
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Figure 4.9: Intra-node and inter-node on-demand requests. Intra-node request occurs when 

an on-demand request is made by a Stargate client on the same node as its transfer and cache 

node. The request is queued and processed in the same node. The inter-node on-demand request 

occurs when an on-demand request is made by a Stargate client on a different node from its 

transfer and cache node. This requires an intra-cluster traffic for data access. 

There are two types of on-demand requests handled by a subscriber cluster: intra-node 

requests and inter-node requests (Figure 4.9). An intra-node request occurs when an on-demand 

request is made by a Stargate client on the same node as the transfer and cache node. The request 

is queued in the same node and the data transfer and access are processed on the node locally. 
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An inter-node on-demand request occurs when an on-demand request is made by a Stargate 

client on a different node from its transfer and cache node. The inter-node on-demand request 

requires an intra-cluster transfer for reading data cache on the originating node. Stargate avoids 

inter-node on-demand requests by co-locating computation, cache, and transfer on the same node. 

The co-location is explained in the next section. 

Stargate performs concurrent data transfers to make full use of the cluster's network 

bandwidth. Performing data transfers using only one of cluster nodes makes it difficult to 

saturate the network bandwidth because nodes in a subscriber cluster may have multiple network 

paths to a producer cluster via different switches or routers. Concurrent data transfers using all 

nodes in the cluster enable more effective use of the cluster’s network bandwidth. 

4.2.7 COMPUTATION, CACHE, AND TRANSFER CO-LOCATION IN 

SUBSCRIBER CLUSTERS 

Compute frameworks, such as Hadoop, co-locate tasks with the data blocks they access to 

improve performance and reduce intra-cluster network traffic. The task scheduler queries the 

storage system to determine which data blocks are stored on which nodes. The scheduler then 

assigns the compute task for a block to a node that stores the block. Stargate also relies on the 

design of the compute frameworks to provide improved remote data access. 

The design of compute frameworks presents a problem when the data blocks are stored in 

remote clusters. Ideally, the transfer task that fetches a file block from a producer cluster should 
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be co-located on the same node as the compute task for that block, and the block should be 

cached on the same node. 

 

Figure 4.10: Staging data to a storage service does not ensure co-location of compute task, 

cache, and transfer task. Use of staging tools with a storage service (e.g., HDFS) do not ensure 

the compute task, cache, and transfer task for a block are co-located on the same node, thus 

causing unnecessary intra-cluster traffic. The numbers in the boxes show the sequence of events. 

(1) A data block is staged to a node using a data transfer tool. (2) The transferred data block is 

stored in a distributed storage that does not ensure that the data is stored in the same node as the 

transfer node. (3) A compute task is co-located with the data. 
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Figure 4.11: Data access platforms providing on-demand data transfer do not ensure co-

locating compute task, cache, and transfer task when they are poorly-integrated with a 

caching service. When data access platforms providing on-demand data transfer are poorly-

integrated with a caching service, they do not ensure the compute task, cache, and transfer task 

for a block are co-located on the same node, thus causing unnecessary intra-cluster traffic. The 

numbers in the boxes show the sequence of events. (1) A compute task accesses data. (2) The 

access triggers on-demand data transfer of the data on the same node. (3) The transferred data is 

cached on a caching service co-located on the same cluster after it is delivered to the compute 

task, however, it does not ensure that the data is cached in the same node. 

Unfortunately, the use of caching or storage services on the same cluster does not ensure 

compute, transfer, and cache for a data block are co-located on the same node due to their own 

data partitioning mechanisms (Figure 4.10 and 4.11) because existing platforms do not integrate 

compute, caching, and transfer tightly. This causes unnecessary intra-cluster traffic as the block 

must be moved from the node that transfers it to the node that accesses it. 
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Figure 4.12: Prefetching makes it challenging to co-locate the compute task, cache, and 

transfer task more challenging. Prefetching makes it challenging to co-locate the block’s 

transfer, cache, and compute tasks on the same node to avoid intra-cluster traffic. The numbers in 

the boxes show the sequence of events. (1) A compute task is scheduled by a task scheduler in 

the compute framework without knowing which node will store the data it accesses because the 

data is remote. The assignment of the compute task is internal information that is not shared with 

the cache and transfer services. (2) The data is prefetched on the different node as the compute 

task because it does not know the compute task assignment. (3) The transferred data is cached on 

the same node as the transfer task. (4) The compute task accesses the data cached on the different 

node. 

In addition, co-locating tasks with their data blocks presents a more complex problem for 

systems such as Stargate that provide on-demand data transfer. The task scheduler in the 

compute framework, such as Hadoop, cannot co-locate the compute task with the data block 
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because the blocks are remote. One possibility is to co-locate the compute task with the transfer 

task. However, this is not feasible due to prefetching, which may transfer the block in advance of 

creating the compute task (Figure 4.12). 

 

Figure 4.13: Compute, cache, and transfer co-location in Stargate. Stargate pre-determines 

which nodes will cache a particular data block. Then it co-locates the block’s transfer and 

compute tasks on the same node to avoid intra-cluster traffic. The numbers in the boxes show the 

sequence of events. (1) Stargate pre-determines which node to cache a data block. (2) The 

transfer task for the data block is co-located with the cache. (3) The compute task that processes 

the data block is co-located with the cache. 

Stargate solves this problem by pre-determining which nodes will cache a particular data 

block (Figure 4.13). When the task scheduler queries Stargate to determine current block 

locations, Stargate returns future block locations instead, as determined by the DHT. This causes 
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the task scheduler to schedule a compute task on the proper cache node, avoiding intra-cluster 

traffic. Stargate also co-locates the transfer task on the cache node to avoid intra-cluster traffic. 

4.2.9 TRANSFER AND STORAGE CO-LOCATION IN PRODUCER 

CLUSTERS 

Data transfer tools and systems use several strategies to select a node in the producer cluster to 

service a block transfer. These strategies incorporate several considerations: data access 

bandwidth, design complexity, and connection establishment overhead. They impact the data 

transfer bandwidth. 

By default, Stargate uses a Primary Node Strategy that co-locates the transfer service node 

with a block’s storage node to improve data access bandwidth. However, there are two other 

design alternatives: Head Node Strategy that has a simple design, and Fixed Node Strategy that 

reuses network connections. 

The Primary Node Strategy selects the node in the Stargate producer cluster that stores the 

original copy of the data block. Should that node be inaccessible, it randomly selects one of the 

nodes with replicas of the data block, if one exists. A file recipe includes locations of the data 

blocks — including both the original copy and replicas — in the producer cluster. Stargate uses 

the block locations to determine which node in the producer cluster will serve a particular block. 

This reduces unnecessary intra-cluster network traffic in the producer cluster and provides 

improved data access performance. 
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The Primary Node Strategy relies on the data layout in the producer cluster for load-

balancing. The strategy assumes that the distribution of the original copies of data blocks are 

evenly distributed over the storage nodes. Many data transfer services and storage, such as 

WebHDFS, iRODS iCommands, and GlusterFS [65], use similar strategies co-locating transfer 

with the data to determine the service node. 

The Head Node Strategy selects a head node in the Stargate producer cluster (such as 

NameNode in a Hadoop cluster) for data access regardless of the block location. Because a head 

node usually does not store any data blocks, the requested data block must be transferred from 

another node in the Stargate producer cluster to the head node. The strategy is very inefficient as 

it requires intra-cluster transfers; however, some systems, such as HttpFS, implement this design 

for simplicity. Proxy servers also implement a similar design to improve security by preventing 

external access to internal nodes. 

Third, the Fixed Node Strategy selects a node in the Stargate producer cluster using Access 

Node Mapping in Stargate. The Access Node Mapping maintains one-to-one mappings between 

nodes in subscriber and producer clusters. The mapping is built in a sequential manner — the n-

th node in the subscriber cluster is mapped to the n-th node in the producer cluster — for 

simplicity. Then, the mapping is used to determine a node to connect to in a producer cluster for 

metadata access (e.g., recipes and file metadata). However, a block transfer may generate intra-

cluster traffic because the strategy does not ensure that the node chosen to serve a block actually 

stores the block. However, the strategy enables reuse of network connections, saving connection 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/vIOi3
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establishment overhead. Web cache servers and load balancers use similar strategies that reuse 

previous connections for fast response. 

Stargate uses the Primary Node Strategy by default because experimentally it has better 

performance than the other strategies. The other strategies also are configurable. The results and 

discussion are presented in the evaluation section. 

4.2.10 SCALABILITY AND FAULT-TOLERANCE 

The peer-to-peer design of Stargate has benefits in both scalability and fault-tolerance. It does 

not have a central server that can be a bottleneck for large data access requests or a single point 

of failure. Instead, Stargate’s control and data are distributed over all the nodes in a cluster.  

Stargate can increase service capacity by adding more nodes. Stargate uses the DHT for 

storing data, including data caches. Therefore, adding more nodes increases the capacity of the 

DHT, enabling Stargate to store more data. Stargate also serves data access and performs transfer 

between clusters using all nodes in the cluster. Thus, adding more nodes improves the data 

access bandwidth.  

Scalability and fault-tolerance are achieved through three strategies. First, Stargate makes 

backup copies of important data. Stargate uses the replication mode of the DHT for storing 

frequently accessed small data (e.g., the manifest of files in a file system). This provides not only 

quick access to the data, but also robustness in a failure. Second, Medium-size data (e.g., a list of 
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data block hashes) are stored using the partition with replicas mode of the DHT. For robustness, 

Stargate makes multiple replicas of the data (e.g., three replicas) to avoid losing data in a failure. 

Third, Stargate stores data caches using the partition mode of the DHT. Stargate does not 

replicate data caches because they are large and not required for correctness. Therefore, Stargate 

does not recover the data caches after a failure to avoid the overhead of replication. 

4.3 EVALUATION 

In this section, Stargate’s design is evaluated. First, this dissertation evaluates the efficacy of 

concurrent data transfer. Second, the efficacies of the different transfer service node 

determination strategies are compared. Lastly, Stargate’s performance is evaluated by comparing 

its performance with several data transfer methods. 

4.3.1 CONCURRENT DATA TRANSFER BANDWIDTH 

The Stargate’s design relies on an assumption that concurrent data transfer provides more 

efficient use of cluster’s network bandwidth than using a single node in the cluster. In this 

experiment, the efficacy of concurrent data transfer is evaluated. The network bandwidth is 

measured as the number of data transfer nodes is varied. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments use two clusters in Google Cloud Platform, one in Virginia and the other in 

California. The cluster in Virginia is a producer cluster in which the data blocks are stored in 

HDFS. The cluster in California is a subscriber cluster running Hadoop. 

The two clusters have identical machine configurations: one Hadoop Master node (HDFS 

NameNode and Hadoop SchedulerNode) and up to eight Hadoop Slave nodes (HDFS DataNodes 

and Hadoop WorkNodes). Each Hadoop Master node runs on an n1-standard-2 instance that has 

two vCPUs, 7.5GB RAM, two SSD persistent disks (each with 6000 IOPS), and 10Gbps of 

maximum network bandwidth. Each Hadoop Slave node runs on an n1-standard-8 instance that 

has eight vCPUs, 30GB RAM, two SSD persistent disks (each with 6000 IOPS), and 10Gbps of 

maximum network bandwidth. 

The concurrent data transfer bandwidth is measured by varying the number of data transfer 

nodes (HDFS DataNodes and Hadoop WorkNodes). 50GB of data is transferred between the 

clusters via DistCP, which is a data transfer tool for Hadoop. DistCP performs concurrent data 

transfers and stores the transferred data on HDFS; therefore, the bandwidth of HDFS may impact 

the overall transfer bandwidth. To isolate network performance, the tool is modified to not store 

the transferred data on HDFS, and named DryDistCP. The experiment is performed with both 

DistCP and DryDistCP to determine how the disk bandwidth affects total bandwidth. The 

average of three runs is reported for each data transfer. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figure 4.14: Total bandwidth uses for concurrent data transfer with different numbers of 

transfer nodes. DryDistCP and DistCP transfer data in the same manner; but DryDistCP does 

not write data to local storage (HDFS). A single transfer node cannot make full use of the 

cluster's network bandwidth for both DistCP and DryDistCP. The local storage (HDFS) is a 

bottleneck for DistCP. Increasing the number of transfer nodes improved the performance of 

both DistCP and DryDistCP. 

Figure 4.14 shows the total data transfer bandwidth of the two data transfer tools as a function of 

the number of transfer nodes. For both DistCp and DryDistCP the bandwidth increased as the 

number of data transfer nodes increased. The bandwidth of DryDistCP on a single node in the 

cluster was only 403MBPS versus 611MBPS with eight transfer nodes. The bandwidth of 

DistCP on a single transfer node was only 81MBPS because HDFS was a bottleneck. Adding 
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more transfer nodes helped to overcome the restriction. The result shows the efficacy of 

concurrent data transfer and why it is used in the Stargate design. 

4.3.2 TRANSFER SERVICE NODE DETERMINATION 

There are several strategies to determine a service node in a producer cluster. The three strategies 

introduced in this dissertation, the Primary Node Strategy, the Head Node Strategy, and the 

Fixed Node Strategy, are evaluated to understand their impact on data transfer bandwidth. The 

experiments measure the numbers of local block accesses and remote block accesses in the 

producer cluster using these different strategies. The experiments also measure elapsed times of 

the benchmark with different strategies to show the relationship between the number of remote 

data access and the data access bandwidth. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments use the same cluster setup as the previous experiment: two clusters in Google 

Cloud Platform, one in Virginia and the other in California. But this time, each cluster has eight 

Hadoop Slave nodes (HDFS DataNodes and Hadoop WorkNodes). 

The experiments run TestDFSIO+ benchmark on a 50GB input. TestDFSIO+ is an 

augmented version of TestDFSIO [94], which is a Hadoop benchmark for measuring storage I/O 

performance. TestDFSIO has a light computational workload so elapsed times are mainly 

determined by storage I/O performance. Input data for TestDFSIO is generated by its write mode. 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/p2H0
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However, TestDFSIO has a bug that only writes zeroes for generated data, so I fixed the tool to 

write random data and named the new version TestDFSIO+. Input to the experiments is 50 1GB 

files created by the TestDFSIO+ write mode. TestDFSIO+ measures the time to read and write 

files. However, because Stargate provides read-only access, only read performance is measured 

in the experiments. The average of three runs is reported for each benchmark. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figure 4.15: The numbers of local block access and remote block access for TestDFSIO+ 

benchmarks with different service node determination strategies. The Primary Node 

Strategy ensures that all blocks are local. Conversely, the Head Node Strategy ensures that all 

blocks are remote. The Fixed Node Strategy uses pre-determined node mappings to reuse 

connections, causing most blocks to be remote. 
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Figure 4.15 shows the numbers of data blocks accessed locally (Local blocks) and remotely 

(Remote blocks) during the TestDFSIO+ benchmark. In this context “local” means the node in 

the producer cluster that served the block did so from its local storage, whereas “remote” means 

the node had to fetch the block from another node in the cluster. As anticipated, the Primary 

Node Strategy ensured all blocks were local. Conversely, all blocks were remote in the Head 

Node Strategy. For the Fixed Node Strategy most, but not all, data blocks were remote. 

Assuming the data blocks are evenly distributed on n cluster nodes, this strategy will access 1/n 

blocks locally. The experiments used eight data nodes, so approximately 1/8 of the blocks were 

local. 

 

Figure 4.16: Elapsed times of TestDFSIO+ benchmarks with different service node 

determination strategies. The Primary Node Strategy was the fastest, the Head Node Strategy 

was the slowest, and the Fixed Node Strategy was in the middle. The performance is directly 

related to the number of local blocks (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.16 shows the elapsed times of the TestDFSIO+ benchmark with the different 

strategies. The Primary Node Strategy was the fastest because it ensures that blocks are local. 

The Head Node Strategy was the slowest since all blocks are remote. The increased latency 

increased the elapsed time of the benchmark. The Fixed Node Strategy performance was in the 

middle because it had more local blocks than the Head Node Strategy, but most blocks were 

remote. 

The Primary Node Strategy was the best among the three service node determination 

strategies in the experiment. The elapsed times of the benchmarks were directly related to the 

number of local blocks. This shows that data layout in storage must be considered in data 

transfer scheduling. Based on its performance, Stargate uses the Primary Node Strategy. 

However, a drawback of the Primary Node Strategy is that it potentially requires each 

subscriber node to create a network connection to every producer node. This may be infeasible if 

there are too many producer nodes. There were only eight producer nodes in the experiments, so 

the strategy did not create an excessive number of network connections. However, if the 

producer cluster had thousands of nodes, establishing that number of connections becomes a 

huge overhead, increasing data access latency. In this case, the Fixed Node Strategy may be a 

better option. I have not yet explored the effectiveness of the Fixed Node Strategy at larger 

scales. 
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4.3.3 DATA ACCESS BENCHMARKS 

Stargate was evaluated by comparing its performance with two widely-used Hadoop data access 

methods, DistCP and WebHDFS. DistCP is a data transfer tool for Hadoop that makes a local 

copy of the data in HDFS before running the benchmarks. WebHDFS provides access to a 

remote dataset via on-demand data transfers. The experiments measure the elapsed times of these 

data access methods on three different Hadoop benchmarks that have different computational 

workloads. The experiments also measure WAN traffic required for the benchmarks. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments use two clusters in Google Cloud Platform across continents, one in Virginia 

(US) and the other in Singapore. The cluster in Virginia is a producer cluster with the data stored 

in HDFS. The cluster in Singapore is a subscriber cluster running Hadoop. The two clusters have 

the same setup as the previous experiment: one Hadoop Master node (HDFS NameNode and 

Hadoop SchedulerNode) and eight Hadoop Slave nodes (HDFS DataNodes and Hadoop 

WorkNodes). 

BENCHMARKS 

Three benchmarks are used in the experiments. The first benchmark is TestDFSIO+. Input to the 

experiments is 50 1GB files created using the TestDFSIO+ write mode. 
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The second benchmark is TeraSort [95], a Hadoop benchmark that measures sorting 

performance. Input to the experiments is 50 1GB files created using TeraGen. 

The third benchmark is Libra, a Hadoop-based bioinformatics tool that measures the genetic 

distance between genome sequence files. It is used to evaluate Stargate’s performance running a 

realistic scientific computation. The benchmark measures Libra’s first stage that creates an 

inverted index of k-mers from each genome sequence file because this stage is I/O and compute 

intensive. A k-mer is a substring of the genetic sequence of length k. Increasing k results in more 

unique k-mers, increasing I/O and compute workloads. The experiments run Libra with the 

values of 1 and 8 for k and using a subset of the Tara Ocean Viromes dataset from the 2009-2011 

Expedition consisting of 4 files containing approximately 50GB of data. 

 

 Map Input 
(MB) 

Shuffle 
(MB) 

Reduce Output 
(MB) 

Elapsed Time 

TestDFSIO+ 51200 0.004 0 0:00:26 

TeraSort 51200 53248 51200 0:30:15 

Libra (k=1) 51503 0.283 0.124 0:17:08 

Libra (k=8) 51503 430 3.068 0:36:37 
Table 4.1: I/O workloads and elapsed times of the benchmarks. TestDFSIO+ has the lightest 

workload and has the shortest elapsed time. TeraSort has a heavy workload and therefore has a 

longer elapsed time than TestDFSIO+. Libra’s workload is dependent on k. 

Table 4.1 shows the I/O workload and elapsed times of the benchmarks running on HDFS. 

TestDFSIO+ has the lightest workload as it simply counts the number of bytes in its input and 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/bbrr
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produces very small intermediate and final outputs. Therefore, TestDFSIO+ is the fastest. 

TeraSort has a heavy workload as it generates a large amount of intermediate output, and 

produces final output the same size as the input. Therefore, it is slower than TestDFSIO+. 

Libra’s workload is dependent on k. Increasing the k value results in more k-mers, increasing 

intermediate output for combining and shuffling. This increases the I/O workload, increasing the 

total elapsed time. 

DATA ACCESS METHODS 

In these experiments Stargate is compared with WebHDFS, which is a HTTP/REST interface in 

HDFS, DistCP, which is a Hadoop data transfer tool used for staging, and local HDFS, which 

has all data in a local cluster as a best-case scenario. 

WebHDFS runs on all HDFS nodes, including the HDFS NameNode, A data access on a 

node that does not have the requested data is automatically redirected using HTTP redirection to 

a node that does. 

WebHDFS are used for both staging and on-demand data transfer. When it is used for staging, 

DistCP is used to transfer the data which are then stored in local HDFS. For on-demand data 

transfer, the benchmarks are run directly on WebHDFS. 

DistCP is a Hadoop data staging tool that is implemented in MapReduce and performs 

concurrent data transfers between HDFS clusters. A transfer task is created for each file, limiting 
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the number of concurrent transfers to the number of files. This can be inefficient when there are 

fewer files than cluster nodes, or the files are of variable sizes. 

Stargate is evaluated with cold and warm caches: Stargate Cold, Stargate Warm, and 

Stargate Hot. Stargate Cold represents the worst-case scenario in which no data are cached in the 

subscriber cluster. All caches are cleared before each test. For Stargate Warm and Hot, an 

additional test is run before the real test to warm up Stargate’s intra-cluster cache. For Stargate 

Warm, 70% of the blocks are randomly evicted after the warm-up run, whereas for Stargate Hot, 

all blocks remain in the cache. Because the experimental setup has the cache large enough to 

hold all the blocks, Stargate Warm ensures that 30% of the blocks will be reused in the real test. 

Stargate Hot presents the best-case scenario in which all data are cached. This is the case when a 

researcher reruns an analysis for the same dataset with different parameters (e.g., Libra with 

different values of k) or multiple researchers in the same cluster access the same dataset (e.g., 

reference datasets). 

Local HDFS is used as the best-case scenario. It assumes that the datasets are already on the 

local HDFS so data access is performed within a cluster. Hadoop’s computation and data co-

scheduling avoid unnecessary data transfers over a LAN; data access is performed within a 

machine. Recently accessed data blocks are also cached in RAM to further improve data access 

bandwidth. Since the experimental datasets are small enough to be cached in RAM, Local HDFS 

serves data access from RAM during the experiments. Therefore, it is the best-case scenario of 
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data access. This also is the same scenario assuming bandwidth of a WAN is infinite so data can 

be transferred to the compute cluster’s RAM instantly. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figure 4.17: Elapsed times of benchmarks with intercontinental data access. DistCP was the 

slowest of the benchmarks. Stargate outperformed DistCP and WebHDFS. Stargate’s 

performance was comparable to HDFS for TestDFSIO+ and TeraSort benchmarks. In general, 

caching improved Stargate’s performance slightly. 

Figure 4.17 shows the elapsed times of the experiments. The performance of local HDFS serves 

as an upper bound because it is the best-case scenario in which all data are accessed locally. 

DistCP was the slowest. This is because staging required not only transferring the data but 

also writing it to HDFS. Data writes in HDFS incur significant overheads for updating 
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information in the NameNode. Both WebHDFS and Stargate Cold had better performance than 

DistCP because they do not write data to HDFS. Another reason for the DistCP’s result is that 

DistCP must wait until the staging completes to begin the computations; this precluded 

overlapping computations with data transfers. For short-lived benchmarks such as TestDFSIO+ 

the staging time was significant, accounting for 182 of the 204 seconds of elapsed time (89.2%). 

In addition, DistCP performed poorly when running Libra. Although all the benchmarks used 

approximately the same amount of data (50GB), with Libra the data were stored in only four 

files. This meant that only four of the eight cluster nodes participated in the data transfer, 

reducing overall performance. Staging the Libra input data took 618.7% longer (1308 seconds) 

than staging the TestDFSIO+ input data (182 seconds) consisting of fifty files, even though they 

were approximately the same total size. 

Stargate Cold, Warm, and Hot showed good performance compared to WebHDFS for all 

benchmarks. Significantly, Stargate Cold was 7% faster than WebHDFS for Libra k=1 even with 

cold caches (1302 seconds vs. 1390 seconds). This shows that Stargate’s transfer optimization 

features, such as prefetching and co-locating transfer, cache, and computation, allowed for more 

efficient data access over a WAN. 

Stargate Hot showed performance comparable to HDFS. In this scenario all input data are 

cached in a Stargate node’s RAM and accessed by the local benchmarks’ compute tasks with the 

help of Stargate’s task co-location. This resulted in good performance. However, Stargate is 

implemented as a service that communicates with Hadoop via REST/HTTP. This incurs an 
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overhead when accessing local caches, degrading cache access performance. This caused 

Stargate Hot to have the same performance as HDFS for TestDFSIO+ (23 seconds) and TeraSort 

(2335 seconds). As anticipated, Stargate Warm was faster than Stargate Cold and slower than 

Stargate Hot. 

Overall, Stargate had good performance. It was comparable to HDFS for all workloads even 

with cold caches. Stargate Cold was at most 7% faster than WebHDFS for Libra k=1. Also, 

Stargate Cold was at most 8% slower than HDFS for Libra k=8 among benchmarks with heavy 

workloads. Stargate Hot also had the same performance as HDFS for TestDFSIO+ and TeraSort 

benchmarks. 

 

Figure 4.18: WAN traffic required for different data access methods. WebHDFS had the 

most traffic. Stargate Cold required the same traffic as DistCp. Stargate Warm required 
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approximately 70% of input data to transfer. Stargate Hot is not shown because it did not create 

WAN traffic. 

Figure 4.18 shows WAN traffic between a Stargate producer and subscriber cluster during 

the benchmarks. It shows that Stargate reduces WAN traffic, which in turn reduces the cost of 

scientific computing. Stargate uses data caching to trade high-cost WAN traffic for low-cost 

LAN traffic. HDFS and Stargate Hot are not included in the figure because they do not create 

WAN traffic. 

WebHDFS caused more WAN traffic than DistCP and Stargate Cold for two reasons. First, 

Hadoop may create redundant compute tasks for the same data block, called attempts. Multiple 

attempts per data block improve redundancy and performance. Multiple attempts typically occur 

when running Hadoop jobs with long elapsed times, such as TeraSort and Libra. Multiple 

attempts for the same data block run on different nodes, resulting in more WAN traffic for 

WebHDFS. Stargate’s intra-cluster cache avoids this problem. Second, line-oriented and record-

oriented Hadoop tasks often read the beginning of the next block to find the end of the line or 

record. For example, the TeraSort input record size is 100 bytes, which does not align to the 

64MB HDFS block. Therefore, the last record in a block spans the block boundary, forcing the 

task to read the beginning of the next block. This caused additional WAN transfers in WebHDFS. 

Stargate also reduces the costs of the experiments. The overall cost of an experiment is the 

sum of prices for running a compute cluster and WAN traffic -- LAN traffic is not included 

because most cloud platforms do not charge fees for it. The price for the compute cluster is 
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proportional to the runtime of the experiment assuming the cluster configuration is not changed 

between experiments. The price for WAN traffic is also proportional to the total volume of the 

traffic required during the experiments. 

 TestDFSIO+ TeraSort Libra (k=1) Libra (k=8) 

HDFS $3.135 ($0.02) $3.135 ($2.03) $3.135 ($1.05) $3.135 ($2.28) 

DistCP $3.135 ($0.18) $3.135 ($2.19) $3.135 ($2.19) $6.270 ($3.42) 

WebHDFS $3.135 ($0.08) $3.135 ($2.08) $3.135 ($1.21) $3.135 ($2.59) 

Stargate Cold $3.135 ($0.08) $3.135 ($2.06) $3.135 ($1.13) $3.135 ($2.48) 

Stargate Warm $3.135 ($0.06) $3.135 ($2.05) $3.135 ($1.13) $3.135 ($2.47) 

Stargate Hot $3.135 ($0.02) $3.135 ($2.03) $3.135 ($1.13) $3.135 ($2.47) 
Table 4.2: Compute cluster costs. Costs are calculated based on runtimes of the benchmarks. 

Costs displayed outside of brackets are calculated using the price per hour ($3.135) as GCP 

charges by the hour. Costs in brackets are estimated using the price per second ($3.135/3600) to 

help understanding. Theoretical costs calculated using the price per second shows that Stargate is 

cheaper than DistCP and WebHDFS. Stargate Cold saved $0.02 for TeraSort, $0.08 for Libra 

k=1 and $0.11 for Libra k=8 per run compared to WebHDFS. Stargate Hot saved $0.05 for 

TeraSort, $0.08 for Libra k=1 and $0.12 for Libra k=8 per run. However, in reality, only DistCP 

cost more than $3.135 for Libra k=8. This was because its elapsed time of the benchmark 

exceeded an hour, so it had to pay for two hours. Overall, Stargate was cheaper running the 

benchmarks for both theoretical costs and actual costs than DistCP and WebHDFS. 

The Stargate compute cluster used for the benchmarks cost $3.135 per hour. The Hadoop 

Master node (HDFS NameNode and Hadoop SchedulerNode) cost $0.095 per hour and each of 

the eight Hadoop Slave nodes (HDFS DataNodes and Hadoop WorkNodes) cost $0.38 per hour. 
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Table 4.2 shows costs of running the compute cluster required for the benchmarks. Stargate was 

generally less expensive than WebHDFS and DistCP. 

Another possibility is to stage the datasets using a small cluster, then run the benchmarks on 

the full cluster. This may reduce staging cost; however, it requires an additional cost for 

transferring data between the staging cluster and the compute cluster. The number of nodes in the 

staging cluster can impact the staging bandwidth as shown in Figure 4.14. Also, it doubles disk 

writes – one for the staging cluster and two for the compute cluster – which is a bottleneck in 

data staging (Figure 4.14); this can also increase elapsed times of the benchmarks. Therefore, 

this dissertation does not consider this scenario to simplify the cost comparison. 

 TestDFSIO+ TeraSort Libra (k=1) Libra (k=8) 

HDFS $0 $0 $0 $0 

DistCP $4.24 $4.24 $4.24 $4.24 

WebHDFS $4.24 $4.32 $4.48 $4.56 

Stargate Cold $4.24 $4.24 $4.24 $4.24 

Stargate Warm $2.96 $2.96 $2.96 $2.96 

Stargate Hot $0 $0 $0 $0 
Table 4.3: WAN traffic costs. Stargate Cold saved $0.08 for TeraSort, $0.24 for Libra k=1 and 

$0.32 for Libra k=8 per run compared to WebHDFS. Stargate Hot saved $4.32 for TeraSort, 

$4.48 for Libra k=1 and $4.56 for Libra k=8 per run. Each experiment used 50 GB datasets. 

Stargate’s data caching trades WAN traffic for LAN traffic. This is important because WAN 

traffic is generally more expensive than intra-cluster LAN traffic. For example, Google Cloud 
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Platform charges $0.08/GB for inter-continental egress transfer, while intra-cluster data transfer 

is free. Table 4.3 shows costs of traffic required for the benchmarks. Stargate was generally less 

expensive than WebHDFS even without a cache. 

Overall, Stargate Cold generated about the same amount of WAN traffic as DistCp. Stargate 

Cold generated less than 0.1% more WAN traffic than DistCP due to the overlap in data blocks. 

However, this did not make a noticeable difference on networking costs. 

Stargate also deduplicates data to reduce WAN traffic. As mentioned above, TestDFSIO has 

a bug that only writes zeroes for generated input data; thus, its input data contains duplicate 

blocks. There are only two unique data blocks — one block with 64MB + 16KB of zeros and the 

other block with 64MB of zeros at the end of the file. This caused Stargate Cold to generate only 

133MB of WAN traffic for TestDFSIO. TestDFSIO+ writes random data for generated input 

data; thus, its input data does not contain any duplicate blocks. This caused Stargate to transfer 

the entire 52.06GB of input data over a WAN. The result shows that Stargate can deduplicate 

data to reduce WAN traffic. Stargate also could not deduplicate data for TeraSort and Libra 

because their input data are randomly generated data or DNA sequences that do not contain 

many duplicates. 

4.3.4 COMPARISON TO SYNDICATE 

Stargate is designed to address the Syndicate’s limitations on clusters. However, I did not make a 

direct performance comparison between Syndicate and Stargate for two reasons. First, the 
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Syndicate Acquisition Gateway only runs on a single node in a cluster, leading to an unfair 

comparison with Stargate that runs on all nodes. Second, the deployment of Syndicate on a 

cluster is too complicated. Syndicate required specific versions of shared libraries as 

dependencies. This caused version conflict between libraries; preventing me from installing 

Syndicate on the platforms used in the experiments. 

 HDFS Syndicate 

Elapsed Time (Seconds) 285 176 

Read Bandwidth (MBPS) 128.61 79.42 
Table 4.4: Data access performance comparison between Syndicate and local HDFS. The 

experiment performed a simple genomic file reader on 22GB of input data. Syndicate had warm 

caches that cached the entire input data on the local disk. Syndicate was 62% slower than HDFS. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to infer Stargate’s performance improvements compared to 

Syndicate. I performed an experiment that compared Syndicate’s performance to local HDFS. 

The experiment used a simple genomic file reader on 22GB input data for a benchmark. 

Syndicate had hot caches — the entire input data was cached on the local disk. Table 4.4 shows 

the result. Syndicate was 62% slower than HDFS even with all of the input data cached. This is 

because Syndicate caches data on disk while HDFS caches on RAM. In comparison, Stargate’s 

performance was the same as HDFS for the TestDFSIO+ benchmark with all of the input data 

cached in RAM. 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 

Stargate is a data transfer service for clusters that provides efficient remote data access over a 

WAN. Stargate implements a content-addressable protocol, intra-cluster cache, and prefetching 

to offset the drawbacks of on-demand data transfer over a WAN. In addition, Stargate supports 

cluster computing natively by implementing cluster-to-cluster concurrent data transfers and co-

locating computation, cache, and transfers. In doing so, Stargate provides more efficient remote 

data access in cluster computing. 

Stargate’s performance proves that it can be a good platform for remote data access in 

scientific computing on clusters. When it had warm intra-cluster caches, Stargate showed the 

same performance as HDFS for Hadoop I/O benchmarks. This shows the usefulness of multi-tier 

caching design for scientific computing where datasets are repeatedly analyzed in different 

experiments. In addition, even with cold caches Stargate’s performance was comparable to 

staging. Stargate was 7% faster than an existing data transfer tool, WebHDFS with cold caches. 

Moreover, Stargate’s caches effectively trade high-cost WAN traffic for low-cost LAN traffic. 

Stargate’s performance, on-demand data transfer, and reduction in WAN traffic shows that the 

Stargate design is effective in scientific computing. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 

Remote data access over wide-area networks (WANs) is becoming increasingly common in 

scientific computing. The trends toward collaborative research, big-data, and cloud computing 

have increased the need to transfer large-scale datasets between geographically separated 

systems. The challenge is that WANs are often high-cost and low-bandwidth. Furthermore, 

cluster computing has become the dominant platform for scientific computing, making efficient 

data transfer even more complicated. 

This dissertation explores the designs of new file systems to address the challenge. To 

validate the design, I presented two implementations, Syndicate and Stargate. Both systems aim 

for efficient remote data access over WANs. 

Syndicate uses on-demand block-based data transfer augmented with prefetching and multi-

tier caching to address the challenges of large-scale data transfer over a low-bandwidth WAN. 

However, Syndicate is not designed to run on a cluster, therefore it has limitations in network 

bandwidth use and caching.  

Stargate, its successor, is a data transfer service for clusters that provides efficient remote 

data access over a WAN. Stargate integrated lessons learned from Syndicate. Stargate adopted 

the core design principles of Syndicate, multi-tier caching, and on-demand data transfer. In 

addition, it implements a content-addressable protocol and intra-cluster data caching to address 

the challenges of large data transfers over a WAN. In addition, Stargate has native support for 
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cluster computing to address the limitations of Syndicate. Stargate performs cluster-to-cluster 

concurrent data transfers that make more efficient use of network bandwidth. In addition, 

Stargate uses a novel approach that co-locates computations, cache, and transfers to achieve 

efficient data access in cluster computing, addressing the limitations in Syndicate. 

The prototype Stargate implementation supports Hadoop and HDFS. However, the Stargate 

design is not tied to these systems. For example, any distributed compute framework, such as 

MPI [96] or HBase [80], can work with Stargate. By implementing a Stargate client, any 

compute framework can use Stargate for remote data access. In addition, any storage, such as 

local storage, iRODS or GlusterFS, can work with Stargate. By implementing a Stargate storage 

abstraction, any storage can use Stargate for publishing scientific datasets. 

To evaluate the file system designs, this dissertation presents experimental results for both 

systems. Syndicate and Stargate both showed good data access performance improvements and 

reduction of WAN traffic when used with warm CDN caches or warm intra-cluster caches. 

Syndicate with warm CDN caches was only 9% slower than local HDD storage; it outperformed 

existing data transfer methods. However, Syndicate has limitations in networking bandwidth use 

and caching in cluster computing. Syndicate was 62% slower than HDFS with warm caches. In 

comparison, Stargate with warm intra-cluster caches showed the same performance as HDFS for 

Hadoop I/O benchmarks. This shows the usefulness of multi-tier caching design for scientific 

computing where datasets are repeatedly analyzed in different experiments. In addition, even 

with cold caches Stargate’s performance was comparable to staging. Stargate was 7% faster than 

https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/30QTf
https://paperpile.com/c/d0tHe3/x99e
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an existing data transfer tool, WebHDFS with cold caches. Moreover, Stargate’s caches 

effectively trade high-cost WAN traffic for low-cost LAN traffic. Stargate’s performance, on-

demand data transfer, and reduction in WAN traffic make it a good platform for providing 

remote data access to scientific computations on clusters. 
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